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.Garage sale at
BSU's Canyon
County 'Center
raises $9,850
history. Inland Coca-Cola, Simplot Food
Services. Eddie's Bakery and Albertson's
also contributed various food items for
the concession sales.
Businesses or individuals interested in
donating merchandise for sale in 1996 may
contact Dennis Gri/'fjn, Canyon County
Center division. manager. at 38S-tj701. ,
Studies Abroad
offers classes in
Mexico, Germany,
France
Students Gin travel and study with
Hoisc St:ItCI 'nivcrsity history professors
EJTol.1oncs and Phoebe Lundy and criminal
juslicc professor Anihonv \\',alsch :\S pan
otihc univcrsitv's Studies Abroad Program.
loncs will teach "Xlodcrn Mexicoand
its Rclalions with th~' I.:.s:' during a live'
wt'ck summer progr:lIll in ~lorclia.
.\lcxicll.
I.undy \\'ill lcach "\'('estcrn Traditions:
~Iodcrn \'('odd" and "Ilistory 01 EuwpclI1
can practice public accounting and per-
form external audits.
Currently, there arc about 600 account-
ing majors at BSU. The second largest
bachelor's degree program at the universi-
ty, accounting is offered through BSU's
College of Business.
Spring Festival of ,
Ceramics set for
May 6-8
B<;,iseState's spring Festival of Ceramics'
will be at Gallery 1 in the Liberal Art~
iluilding from 10 a,m.-S·p.m. Mav 6-8. The
semiannual exhibit and sale features a
large selection 01 hlgh-quality work by
students. alumni and tuculty.
A portion of the proceeds from the
sale helps support the An Department's
visiting ceramist program. Several times
during the year. BSU hosls,visiting
ccramisls \\'ho givc workshops that arc
all ended by stlldents. area art teachers.
art ists a nd art pro1'L'ssors lrom BS!' :\Ild
olhcl' regional collcgcs and uni\'(.~rsities,
!
(
Witchcmft" in Lunebcrg.-Germany, in the fall.
Walsch will offer "French Intellectuals
and Iluman Nature: an Interdisciplinary
Inquiry into the March Toward
l\1~ernism" and "Sociological Aspects of
French and' American Criminal Justice
Systems" in Pau, France, in spring 1996.
To study abroad. call 385-3652.
Six BSU alums
earn top scores on
,CPAexam
Six Boise State Univcrsit y a~counting
graduall:s were among the top eiglu .scor-
crs for the stare 01 Idaho Certil'icd Public
Accountant cxurn administered in
November 1')9-'i. .
The BStJ graduates arc Andrew
Hampton. Brad Rutt.john Schram, Dustin
Exky. Cindy Kcnyon and Chris Humc.
To bccomc ccrtified as a CPA. accoun-
tants must fulfillcxperience requircments
and pass the exam, The two-day exam
,covcrs accounting thcory and pl':lctice.
('ommcrci'allaw. :Iuditing and taxes, CpAS
Apply for firestone credit card
andreceive a FREE B.S.U.
student discounf card!
2178 BROADWAY
The annual "World's Largest Garage
Sale" held earlier this month at Boise State
l tnlvcrsit y's Canyon County Ccritcr netted,
59.8:;0. the second-highest "mount in the
event's seven-year history.
Canyon County Center progr:lIlls bene-
fiting from rhc s:lieinclude professional
truck driving, pr:ll'tiql nursing. respir.uorv
technician. .mdrcfrigcr.uion. heating .md
air condition·ing. The funding derived
from the sale will help cover licensing :1l1c1
test fees. srholarships .md till" purchase of
nursing uniforms. textbooks .md lab
equipment. :1l11ongother things,
The event. not III be 'confused with the
Collcge of Technology's y'lrd s.ile. is the
main fund,raising ;It'li\'iIY lor Ihc pi'll'
grams based at 11lL'sill'.
Studenls depL'nd on don:llions from
busincssc,,, :Ind indi\·idu:I1.s. with
Ilomestyk Industries'" :<::II11pabeing Ihe
brgest coOlribulor throughml! lhe "lie's
Discrimination
Harassment
Disability
Accom modations
Sexual Harassment
Assault
Hostile Environment
Sexual Assault
Retaliation
For questions, assistance &
information about these
issues contact:
Dr. Bett)' Hecker
Affirmati"e Action Office
Adm:nistrati('nBldg, 215B
385·1979 or 385·3648
lTY 385-1436
Leave message
evenings and weekends
no annual fee! 90 days same as cash
I
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State Education Board
approves fee hikes
KATE NEIU Y BEU
Managing Editor
Fees for Idaho resident undergraduates wiII rise 4.7 percent-S37-next fall
All fee increases recommended by BSU's Executive Budget
Committee and President Charles Ruch were approved by the State
Board of Education at its April meeting in Idaho Falls
The proposals came before the State Board of Education for final
approval after a process this spring of gathering fcc increase proposals
from t~UllPUS entities, having public hearings where students and others
testified for and against the various proposals and the Executive Budget
Committee making recommendations 10 Ruch on which proposals
should be approved.
The board approved a $37 per semester fee increase for full-time
Idaho resident students, who will pay $827 per semester starting next fall.
The hugest portion of the proposed $37. increase-$22-is for general
education fees that are used 10 support the operation of the university.
Other approved increases include $6 for student support systems, $4.50
torthe Student Union Building and Activities, $3,50 for lntcrcollcgiatc
, Athletics and $1 for student scholarships. The original requests from the
campus entities themselves were $10, $4,'jO,$14 and $7, respectively.
The Stale Board of Educntion approved fcc increases for pan-lime
students as well. Part-lime students will pay 50 cents to Student Support
Systems, 75 cents 10 athletics and 45 more cents to the Student LJnion
Building and Activities per credit hour.
An additional $'580 per semester increase in non-resident tuition for
new students was also approved by the slate hoard. Non-residents
enrolling at BSLJ for the Ilrst time will pay the $827 student fcc as well as
an additional $2,673 in tuition per semester.
Tuition for non-residents currently attending BSU will increase
bel ween $82 and $113, depending on when they enrolled.
The SBE also approved a $7 premium increase for the refundable stu-
dent health insurance policy, bringing the price up to $155 per semester.
A $3 per-credit-hour fcc increase for part-time students, a $1.50 per
credit hour increase for summer session students and a $10 fee for gradu-
ate students were also approved. In addition, a proposal to increase
Student Residential Life aparlmenl rental rates by $7 per month for
ap;;nmenls, duplexes, triplexes and most houses was approved.
~~
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ASBSUPresident Jeff Klaus (\eh) lost a bet
between himself and Vice President Darryl
Wright. The bet was that if the two were
re-eleded, klaus would have to shove his
head. Wright said Klaus has had the some
haircut since 8th grade.
Re-eleded ASBSUexecutives to
spend summer in Washington, D.C.
KATE NEIUY BEU
Managing Editor
ASBSU President Jeff Klaus and Vice President Darryl
Wright, elected to serve second terms this past April, will
seive internships this summer in Washington, D.C.
Klaus, a political science major, will work in the office
of Sen. larry Craig from May 3Q-Aug. '2.Wright, a gradu-
ate student in instructional and performance technology,
will serve ln the office of Sen. Dirk Kempthorne.
The executives' absence at the university this summer
will be filled by the ASBSU Senate pro-tem and assistant
pro-tem, to be elected by the senate on May 4.
Candidates for these positions are Sen. Sean Lee Brandt,
College of Health Science; current pro-tem David
Nielson, College of Arts and Sciences; and at-large Sen.
Jake Caufield.
Wright said his and Klaus' service awards will go to
the pro-tem and assistant pro-tem this summer, with the
senators' awards returning to the budget.
Klaus and Wright wil\ be in the District of Columbia
while members ot Congress debate tinancia\ aid and
work study legislation. Because the ASBSU executives
have already been serving in their positions for a year,
Wright says he and Klaus don't need the summer to
learn their jobs as student body leaders.
\.
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1910 University Drive, Boise,
Idaho 83725
Phone (208) 345·8204 Fax
(208) 385-3198
E-mail
arbiter@c1aven.idbsu.edu
The Arbiter is the officiol student newspoper
of Boise State University. lIs mission is to
provide a forum for the disws~on of issues
impacting the campus and the community.
The Arbiter's budget con~sts of fees paid by
students of BSU and advertising soles. II is
distributed to the campus and community
on Wednesdays during the school year. The
first copy is free, additional copies are Sl
each, payable at The Arbiter offices, located
in the luxurious basement of the SUB
Annex at Boise State University.
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THE WEATHER
Sandy's husband had been on
the sofa ever since he'd been
terminated three months ago.
That day, three months ago, he'd
come home looking pale and
scared and with all of his work
things in a box. -Happy
Valentine's Day,· he said to .'
Sandy and put a heart-shaped·
box of candy and a bottle of Jim
Beam on the kitchen table. He
took off his cap and laid that on
the table, too. "I got canned
today. Hey. what do you think's
going to happen to us nowr
_Raymoildcarver,
p'reservatJon'
.----------------...;.------------ .....
THE ENDLESS SUMMER: ,
of mylieartepee
false skorpion
"The role or journalists is not to be hunters
and ge!llL'rers or inrormation but to wake
people up, to be the eyes or our culture."
-Alan Kay.camput.r sdeatlst
"So, what's the deal old buddy?"
Jimmy said. "Why'd you leave Chick-
ago? Seemed like you were doing all
right when I left."
. Frank continued to stir the coffee,
breathing in the steam, leuing the moist
flavor coat his sinuses and throat. He
set the spoon down beside the cup on
the paper placcmat and took a cautious
~1 • '
"Yeah, I was doing OK," Frank said,
his lips opening in a lispy slip, revealing
yellow coffee teeth. "You got a ciga-
reuer"
"Nope, nope, Iquit that when the
office went nonsmoking last fall. I just
quit. Boom. That'S it. I quit." '
Frank pulled a tattered pouch or
Bugler from his breast pocket. The wait-
ress set Jimmy's cinnamon roll in front of
him and laid the check on the edge of the
table. Jimmy tore the gooey roll apart, eat-
ing the outside first. Frank licked the ciga-
rene paper and sealed it up. He dug in his
, coat pocket and pulled out a beat pack of
matches. As he tore one from the book,
Jimmy'S zippo flashed in front of him. I lc
stuck the handmade cig into the flame and
sucked in a deep start.
PAT SCHMAUOHN
Editor in chief
"I guess one person really can make a dif-
ference, but usually you shouldn't:
-Marge Simpson
"I low many Ir.u boys does it take to
screw in a Iightbulb?"
"None. Frat boys screw in a puddle or
vomit,"
_s talelby (Bingo) Bob Heal
"The best thing about summer? The
sum, of course," -Dennis Stlliyon
"We don't like rock sial'S, h seems like
there's this new tide where it's cool to want
to be Iamous, this unrislacker thing. II's a
difficult question, because we do want to
be noticed and remembered just like most
other human beings. And we're happy we
don't have day jobs." -S.M. J.... s, 'ave_t brink of the clouds
It's almost May and it's raining. rrs
Saturday, and I'm where I've been most
every Saturday since last August. It's the last
Saturday I'll be here, and the momentum of
the spring semester allows me just a few
moments or reflection. You sec, this is it. It's
all over. My contract with the university is
up soon, and this is the last scheduled issue or
The Arbiter 1'01' which Iam responsible.
As I thumb through the thick stack or
newsprint-lhe 31 issues iluu 'preceded this
one, Iam glad-but-a-liltle-sad that it's all over.
It's been a good year. The l'ubliGltions Board,
which monitors our financial activities and
hires the editor and business manager annual-
ly, will be happy with us, We've had record
advertising sales, and we will bring this boat
into dock under budget.
But I think it was a good year for dirfer-
ent reasons. We put out a great paper. Sure,
we had struggles and problems, but as I look
back at the 700+ pages we published this
ycar, Iam amazed. We've done \vell in
regional and national contests with hard-core
staffers like Kate Bell, Ryan Donahue, Rick
Kosarich, Rhett Tanner, Scott S:.l1llples, Jon
, Hite, Laura Delgado, Chereen Myers, Joe Relk,
.C.orky Hansen, and Scott Schmaljohn winning
individual awards, as well as the paper itselr
being called "generally excellent" by the
Idaho Press Club (though we don't find out
until this weekend if we were first, sccpnd or
third in this "general excellence" competition,
which is against Clther Idaho college and uni·
versitynewspapers). But what I'm most
proud of is the paper itself. We changed the
look and feel of the paper radicl1ly. I'll stick
by my January assertion that it'S one of the
best looking publicltions in the stale.
So, anyway, thanks for the opportunity.
I'm confident that next year's editor-in-ehicf,
Adam Rush, will take the paper tq even high·
er peaks.
"Working on a college newspaper is
one of the rare times in a journalist's
career when he/she actually gets to exer-
cise his/her First Amendment right to
free speech," -Rkk Kasarlch,ArbIt.r photo .d1Ior
"I do not want this slimy and sleazy
rag coming in to my mailbox any
longer," -Sylvia McKHIh,IdahaHUlst 01
R.pr.s.ntatives, District 16A
"Congress shall make no law respect-
ing an establishment or religion, or pro-
hibiting the free exercise thereof; or
abridging freedom or speech, or or the
press; or the right or the people peace-
aWy 10 as.~emble, and 10 petition the
Government ror a redres.~ of griev-
ances: -The first AnIttIUMt
easily fooled
Frank and Jimmy took a booth in
the Denny's on Fairview. Jimmy
ordered two coffees.
"You want anything to cat,
Frank?" Jimmy looked at the stand-
up menu against the window. "I'll
take a cinnamon roll, one or them big ones.
You want anything to eat, Frank?"
"No thanks, just corfee:
The waitress brought the co frees in the
thick white ceramic mugs that are the
Americ.~m standard. Jimmy thanked her and
poured two creams in his.
"I hate these lillie plastic shits," he said,
crushing an empty cream between his yel-
lowed thumb and forefinger. He dumped
two sugars into his corfee.
Frank stared into the steaming brown liq-
uid in front of him. He did not add cream or
sugar, but he stirred his coffee with a spoon
and tapped his thumb on the rim. The large
rings on
his thin fingers tapped a slow rhythm on the
mug. I lis face saggl.'d below his bald fore·
head as though his eyes and his hairline were
having a race to get off his face-the hair run-
ning away upward, the eyes slipping off like
raw eggs sliding down the windshield of a
Clr. His white collar was stained with yellow.
ish-brown body oils. It was loose around his
neck, and buttoned all the way up. The dull
red and black diagonally striped tie, cinched
in a single windsor and tucked into his but-
toned-up btack flat wool suit jacket, was a
threadbare reminder of the cross country bus
trip.
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DElI Whydoes it happen?
suspect arc the criticism against the penetrate them and try to knock
corrupt social condition and clumsy down the real cuastrophe makers-our
decisions made by the government. society, our government and ourselves.
Incomes made by blue-collar workers Sinless tears and pure blood s~ed by
and single mothers are seized by the children are the metaphor at a big
authorities in order to produce mis- inquiry given to this chaotic world
siles, which will spread disaster over Why did it happen?
children of foreign lands. The question i.s circulating in ~he
If alllxlbies have a right to choose, heads at a Muslim youth sha~tng
they should also have the alternative behind a wall, in the heart. ~t an
to live in hell. Is death worse than life? African orphan deprived 01 load.
Can any life always be beautiful? and in the mind of an American ado-
Women abort their fetuses in Bosnia lescent scarred by the explOSIon.
where gunfire echoes in every direc- War, terrorism, conflict, hatred-e~e-
tion. Should Ixtbies have been born in mies have many names dependmg
the battle field without haVing a on the situation but victims are
chance of becoming happy? always the same- innocents.
Anger and sorrow at this incident Tell me. Why? When clear eyes <;>1'
burned into our minds arc emitted the children solicit you, what answer will
cruel killers. But these feeling~ actually be rising through your soured throat?
As a student of Boise State University
and soon to be alumni, I would like to
address the letter written by Robert
Higdem concerning the re-election of Jeff
Klaus and Darryl Wright. Allhough it is
refreshing to see alumni staying involved
with the university, I find it disturbing the
way in which Mr. Higdem felt the need to
launch a personal attack on Mr. Klaus.
I would first like to address the accusa-
tions pertaining to the recent student
body elections. Perhaps if Mr. Higdem
actually walked on campus he would
have discovered many posters missing. If
in Fact Mr, lligdem did witness members
of Jeff and Darryl's "staff" physically
removing posters from the buildings, my'
question would then by, why did he not
have a statement of fact filed? This would
have been a more constructive way to
address this concern. Instead he choose to
wait several weeks after the election and
presented it in a manner in which Jeff and
Darryl were unable to respond.
His next accusation that the election
was bought for the second year in a row,
is insulting to the voting-students of BSU.
Is he perchance suggesting that the stu-
dents arc unable to look at the leadership
abilities of the candidates and make a
rational decision based on those fact.~?
Using the term "thousands of dollars" only
reinforces Mr. Higdcm's inability to gather
facts. And as far as any outlandish
fundraisers, I would be interest to know
exactly where Mr. lligdem received this
information.
Although Mr. Klaus will be in
Washington D.C: this summer, I believe as
fellow students and current, alumni, we
should be proud that our University is
being represented, It will prove to be a
tremendous learning experience for Mr.
Klaus and I applaud his initiative. And, I
am sure if Mr. Higdem would take the
time to look
at jelf and Darryl's track record, he
would find there is no reason to question
their dedication to the students of Boise
Stale University,
At this point I'm confused at the relc-
vance of I\\r. Klaus's previous trips. This
would seem to be a moot point, As Student
Body President, JeWs duties are to represent
the student body. It is not his responsibility
to report to you nor is it any of your busi-
ness what he does in his private life. My
suggestion to Mr. Iligdem would be to stay
out of the private lives of people he truly
knows nothing about and center those
energies on doing something constructive
,for the community and Boise State.
I can only suspect that ignorance has
lead Mr. Higdem to infer that Mr. Klaus
personally has any control over tuition
increases or that he has the ability to dis-
tribute that money into his personal
checkbook. \ wonder if Mr. Higdem has
ever heard of the State Board of
Education. My guess from reading his let-
ter would be no. Perhaps, if Mr. Higdern
would take the time to see the recent
improvements to the university and BSU's
'commitment to increasing the level of
education, he might discover where this
increase is going.
It would appear the only person who
needs to "clean up his act" is Mr. Higdem.
II is unfortunate to sec an educated man
so ignorant, especially when he is a
"proud" graduate of Boise State University.
I will be returning in the fall as a grad-
uate student, and will be looking forward
t~' seeing Jeff Klaus and Darryl Wright
continuing their commitment to the stu-
dents of Boise State University as well as
the community.
-cbrtsttne Becben '
I would like to say a few words in
defense of Cecilia Marie Rusher's letter
written April 12 that Gerry Gentile S;IW fit
to blast for its "trite· language. He missed
the whole point of the letter if all he saw
in it was its trite language and misspelled
words. The letter wasn't written to
impress some damn literary magazine or
win some damn prize. Letters to the editor
arc not written to win recognition. They
are written to voice a point. I think her
point is well worth hearing because she is
voicing a lot of the frustration so many
students arc feeling at BSU. This world is
coming to a sad end when people care
more' about how something is said over
what is.being said. I think people like
Gerry Gentile should stop wasting this
paper's valuable space for students to
voice their points with his stupid literary
criticism of how things arc written. I am
sure Mr. Gentile will have something to
say about my bad way of expressing
myself, but please don't bother. I already
know ( am no literary genius. just save the
space for other regular Joe 11I0ws like me
and Ms. Rusher who just want to express
a point not win a Pulitzer Prize.
-Ilr.I~J1/ Brubaker
This lcucr is written in response to
Natalie Creed's and Robert R. Higdem's let-
ters to the editor that appeared in the
April 26 issue of The Arbiter.
Give us a break.
Ms. Creed referred to the "slanderous.
unethiclltactics'; employed in the
Klaus/Wright campaign. yet she certainly
failed to list any examples. Did the person
who helped you write the leucr fail to
provide you with examples? We were
both involved in the campaign, and never
once did Klaus or Wright stoop to the
level that was displayed by people who
were opposed to their carnpagin. The
"Anybody But Klaus" campaign \~as
responsible for handing out literature that
stooped as low to Gill Jeff Klaus a member
of the Aryan Nations, and someone who,
at the drop of a hat, discriminates against
minorities or women. These 1:lyers demon-
strate the very worst of election earn-
paigns, and what is worse, the people who
wrote them were too low to bring their
concerns t<?a public forum, but.lnstead
reduced the campaign to one of unsigned
and unproven allegations.
Mr, Higdern, you make note of your
witnessing the tearing down of posters
during the campaign season, and in
unveiled wording, associate that witht he
Klaus/Wright campaign. If you are going
to hold Jeff and Darryl responsible for
other people taking down Myers and
Hansen posters, then in the same sense,
shouldn't you hold Myers and Ilansen
responsible for the "Anybody But Klaus"
three year-old girl, gashed chests and
amputated limbs on violent movies
are nothing. Victims of the Oklahoma
City bombing were ordinary people
who have lived normal civic lives just
like us. They were real. They ran real
blood on their very skins. These
as.~umptions might hav~ made ~ple
feel terror, sympathy tor the sutters,
and anger at the murderers.
The huge fortress with strong mil-
itary-the United States of America-
has mes.scd up many other nations.
However, it has promised the protec-
tion for its (X.'Oplefrom outside.rs. ~"he
main land of America is one 0\ a lew
pIaccs which haven't been bombed
by other countries. Unlike Taiwan or
Kuwait, that need to worry about
their neighbors' inventions, this coun-
ty should have been able to enjoy the
inner peace. But being protected by
an invisible shell, the US seems to be
caving from the inside.' A young guy
shoots a stranger for a five dollar bill.
A family arms themselves to secure
their live5-" ready to kill before to be
killed. In such a tensed society, chil-
dren are forced to exist next to death
and grow up in nightmare.
President Clinton stood on a plat-
form and gave an encouraging mes-
sage.
"I hope that children wouldn't
lo.sc their trust;n adulls because of
this tmgedy. Most adults are good cit-
izens and they wouldn't hurt you,"
What a joke.
This incident is just a tip of an icc-
berg. Shouts hurled at the bombing
IEIIO TAKAGI
Staff Columnist
I lis face was covered with streams
of blood. It was like a crimson spider
web. A reporter held a rnic, close to
him and a TV camera alptured shock
in his facial expression.
A mother driven by a IxlSicinstinct
dashed toward the demolished build-
109 to hug her beloved son. Red spots
spread over a Ixlby's soft he:ld Tears
flowed on a small child's round
cheeks Confusion and fear were com-
mon denominators among people
attacked on that norm:tl sunny day.
How painful it was to sec injured
persons and wounded infants on ;~
TV news. Coni pared 10 a trickle ,01
real blood on the white neck 01 a
campaign? Can't, am you?
This was the first campaign where no
statements of fact were filed against any
of the candidates. We strongly suggest that
if the two of you have such a problem
with the re-election of Jeff Klaus and
Darryl Wright, that next time you should
get involved before the election, and final-
ly, that your withholding of alumni dues
only demonstrates your reactionary rather
than proactive way of dealing with things.
-Karen Scheffer
-Dan Nabors
I am sure everyone knows the pres-
sure of final exams and gelling through
the end of the semester. The last thing
anyone wants to deal with is bad or rude
service anywhere, especially at school.
I was very disappointed to experience
this sort of thing on our campus.
Disappointed, but not surprised.
The incident look place at Copy Central
located in the Student Union Building. I .
could not believe how rude that guy
behind the counter was just because I
asked for some help ..and this was a service
I was going to be paying for. I left immedi-
ately, of course and took back my request
for service. I went next door to the
Information Desk to find out how to file a
complaint. I was treated much belle I' by
the person behind this counter.
I was directed to the Operations Desk
upstairs in the SUn. Janice McCurry was
rhcre and wrote some of the detail" of the
incident down on a piece or paper, She
informed me that the Copy Central leases
space from BSU and any complaints
against them are investigated and handled
accordingly by the Building Manager,
Barry Burbank. Ms. Mc:Curry was very
apologetic, It was comforting to know that
my complaint was taken seriously,
So, anyone who is not satisfied with
service or treatment they receive at BSU,
there is somewhere to voice your com-
plaints. It seems to be a place where your
complaints are taken seriously and some-
thing is done about them.
Thank you, Janice McCurry.
-lea Tibbs
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"Radio Universidad"
A Hot New Sound For
BSURadio
Hosts Luccio Prado and ElvaVillareal
Music, Interviews, & News
f""J
.En Espanol
KBSU AM 730
Saturdays
From 1:00 to 5:00 P.M.
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".It's your wedding day-
remember it forever!
Romantic wedding albums, guest books, ~
frames and Wedding lnvirarlons, [ust some of the ways
~ Hallmark can help you wich your special 'day. '
~ Come in soonl
c_
.
•~~_IIW-
iiiiiiiiiiii1:TILJllil
,Air Force
Clinical' Nursing
Benefits
Contact an Air Force health professions
recruiter near you for more information.
Or call
1-800-423-USAE
AIM HIGH
_AIR ~-fORCE"'
Health Professions'
s ' ,"',R;Ji
..;;~~Q1
S~fOg.Iies, advi~.:·"':re~Yand8ihtmtg:[e'~'i
I '; ~ . ':~'. \ .: ~ ... -~~~::.},. '~1'~
. Idaho Slra~~spe~reFestival! :-1.~
::r::
<o
"THRILLING!"
'~ DAZZLER!"
HEAVENLY
CREATURE~
GET HIRED AT WENDY'S!
Wendy's crew members who confinue working while they confinue their
educafion can porficipote in Wendy's Crew Scholarship Program.
This program encourages our employees to continue working with
Wendy's while allending college. These funds are above what you earn
on the job! The more years you work, the more you con earn toward
your higher educofion, so join Wendy's crew today!
Contact the monager of any Treasure Volley Wendy's restaurant, or.
•
Mr. Bob Van Arnem
Director of Operofions
Wenco,lnc.
336·7400
DELYNN'S
~
Hillcrest Plaza
5234 Overland Rd.
Boise, 1083705
(208) 344-4412
3018 OVERLAND RD. BOISE. 1083705 (208) 343-2303
•
$7.50
H;:'a~[r,,;-~;u;'t~"...... ", .~.,.N..a .... ~ ~.- ,... :., .:../
EVERY MONDAY
9A.M.- 9P.M •
•Walkins only
-please shampoo
befor coming in
4111Rosehill
( Near Roosevelt & Hill)
symetrics
Styling Salon
342-0297
B ___ ---------~_=__::_:7~____.__ ===0I-ESOAt;M!f·3,,"~,fIIf~
-- ------'---~-----'
,.',e, '~;"ic .I'.Q' l~'oCCCl?io ItSpeGl::1 thlllg···
Ot.'tts Clnd co" ..•"
9l BRONCO SHOP
f(ecei've 2()0<~ off
se'ede<' clothing at the
Bronco Shop ,
" '-~.,.'.'~~ ,,'--;•~-,~~ ;;:. -;.~.=-~ --
... .. ,,
OPEl/MAY 13TH & i~TH. iOA'.I-SP!.I
. purChase that
special graduate
gifts from the Bronco Shop.
25% off selected gift items
20% off selected clothing
•.....~ ............•
• VALUE COUPON •• • •
• Buy One •• •• Specialty •
: z Coffee Drink < :
:~ GET ONE FREE E:
J~M·:8 Gr~tufs In:IS -rOT, g:
: ..J Coffee, "Co •1< -ALegtd8m;i , •I> Redeemable only at: Z •
• ,"" 1289 Protest • 3301N. Cole ad. •
I expires Oct. 6,1995:
1..,,:vAiinicQuPPN," ".1•••••••••••••••••••
1117""A-
11110
FREE Cram Saacb
Soacb will be disttibulaS in !be StudcDl Uaioo by Student
Unioo & Activities SWf aftI:r 9:00 p.m. May 7 - 10.
Also, free coO'ec and soda at Bnnu! after 9:00 p.m-
• Try Out These Free Stress ReIieftrs! •
15Minute Massace 'I1Ienpr
May 7 & 9. 7 - 9:00 p.m.; May S. 3 - 7:00 p.m-
Martaing Booch 11
FREE YICko Game
May 8 - 10 at Martaing Booch 13
Talte-a-Break Ice Cram
May 9.11:30 LIn. 011 IbCQuad.
, Reluatioa SessioDs
May S. at 6:00 p.m, and May 9. at 3:30 p.m. BSU
Counseling Center Staff will PfCSCOI tbcsc scssioos in
the Cataldo Room
Wm TkkeIs to.Coacert!
Sign up foI' • pair of tictds to cxpc:ricDcc 4 PM in
~ at the BSU PaviUoa, May 9•• 7:00 pm.
DnwiDg to be bcldMoaday. May 8, it4:00 pm. in die
SIudcul Activities office. 5necr'to wiD at various
"'U, .......... -,I;U-1,',*~'IUI" ~, '.' ",,"',~~,." ...v.:, _ ' __ it:'
) u,tJl]
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JENNIFER SCHUNDER
Visual Arts Editor
a 5 t ,e f ·5 0 h o
Soho Caffe, a modern and unique coffee
shop, just opened with a second location, this
one downtown on 800 W. Idaho Street. The
interior designer, Michael Latta, brought
European style to Soho.
Latta, originally from Boise, designed the
progressive interior of the original Soho,
located on 6932 W. State. The second store
pushes the modern ideal even farther, with
esoteric furniture,lighting and color schemes.
Latta's mentors are Philippe Starck and
Ingo Mawurer, whom he worked with in
Europe. Starck's designs are fun and wacky-
everything from odd and animal-inspired
coffee pots to door handles to water bottles.
Mawurer designs ground-breaking lighting
fixtures and devises.
Starck and Mawurer's influences make is
Soho an aesthetically inspiring experience. i
Lalla spent a lot of time making Soho into "u
a haven for escape from the hustle and il~
bustle. e
People ask Latta why he put somuch f
"energy into Soho since their just selling cof- ,
fee.
"I don't know what to say to that. People
ask if I ran out of red and then went into the
brown There's always a reason I do what 1
do," said Lalla.
"The brown in the store-Kathy, the
owner of Saho-she likes the brown It's also
a separation point. It separates the two enti- ,
tieslcounter and sitting areal without a wall even
though you're in the same room," Latta said.
Latta's theory on design is that it plays the role of
escape from the rush and hustle. Design in a room is
like a movie, where you walk in and feel you've
escaped.
"We have five senses, so why not use all of them to
forget everything else except for that moment instead
of staying so stagnant," said Latta.
Latta imported most of Soho's interior, because he
can't find the materials he likes to use in the U.s.A. For
Saho's style, he wanted something like The Royalton in
New York City-the deep red mahogany. The expense
built into the Royalton was so astronomica~ Latta had
. I
to find something comparable.
"I like how The Roy: lton made me feel The deep,
dark colors with pastels. 1 d~n't want to use the term
royal, but 1 felupecial," said Latta.
What made Latta think that same style would go
over in Boise?
"I didn't even consider it. If it's done right, it doesn't
matter if it's done in Butte, Montana or N.Y.C someone
will appreciate it:
Lalla got the opportunity to work with Starck and
Mawurer unexpectedly. He was working for an archi-
tect in Santa Monica and had written Ingo Mawurer
several times in the respect that he wanted to somehow
work for him in any capacity.
He never heard anything back, and then in a year,
io.~.J.n,':;Jr~. • ...... ' ••• ,'Utni;!
_:..::._._,;:.:~:~~~~~'~~~;;;:~:.:.:;:::;_.~:.:II nrr
Mawurer had an exhibition in LA. and Iaua
talked with him. "One week later I was on a
plane to Munich, Germany:
"It was that simple. What really impressed
me the most was that it wasn't credentials or
education or even a portfolio for that mailer.
It was a question of whether people would
mesh and work together," Latta said.
From the get-go, there was something
about Lana that Mawurer thought would
mesh with the design team. If he worked
out, he could stay indefinitely. Otherwise,
he'd be corning back right away.
Mawurer's comp-any is large- with pro-
duction design teams, paper-work teams, and
manufacturing sectors, Latta was immediately
shoved in the design group.
They designed one-of-a-kind extravagan-
zas for airports, museums, show-rooms, and
even restaurants. Usually the design took
three months from conception to installation,
'depending on the compleXity of the show. It
was trial and error on the spot 10 see if the
concept actually worked for installation,
Latta returned from Europe to LA, and
carne horne to Boise to visit his morn at
Christmas.
"I felt maybe it would be a good time to
be on the ground l100r of development. And
it was my hometown," said Latta.
Soho was also a three month; seven days
a week deal with the permits, importing and
material installation.
"Lots of hours went into something you
can look at for five minutes," Latta said
"Simplicity is so hard to achieve. What looks simple to
do isn't"
BSU lent Latta Important support Al Cober, a sculp-
ture professor, allowed him to come in during class and
get involved]ason Hopper, a student of Cober's, helped
Latta with the angel sculptures for Soho,
Lalla is thankful that he was able to work with peo-
ple innovative enough to allow him to do something so
extreme. The owners, Mr. and Mrs. Dixon and Meg 0'
Halloran were a little nervous about Boise's response.
Latta assured them that "people are people." "I'd
rather have a response, negative or positive, than not to
even be recognized This isn't everybody's cup of tea,
but at least they take note."
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JASONSIMRS
Music Editor I I
1. If you don't like my
opinions aboUl musi~,lha['s
fine. Review wriling ISan
. . 'IY and Iexercise in subJCCliVI "
don't expect anyone 10 lake
my words ;ISgospel. LiSl~~
for yourself, that's what rrs
all about.
2 Apparently my creden-
tials have been called [nto
question by someone who
thinks you need to play an
inslrument to be a good
writer or subjective music
reviews. Well, aside rrom a
harmonica that Iocclsional-
ly wail on, I play my
Clsiowne [\1'1'-100, which
sounds like a million when
ho<;ked-up 10 my Wal·Mart
Magna vox stereo.
Oka y, enough said. .
Ioffer a sally ~1111It'lU Guided by VOICt'S,
who serve-up a deliciouS plall<;r or 28 songs
on their newest L1', Alien Lanes, Robert
pollard and pals have mastered the short,
quick IXlP song (most or their compositions
range between one and two minutes or
less).
This must-own record will enhance all
,your summer run. (;uided by Voices play
the pop-rock that H.E-M.have only dreamed
or. That's a preuy bold statement. bUI I truly
believe that Pollard's pen-work place him
among the best writers in rock today. By
keeping the studio intervention as low as
usual Guided by Voices cut straight to the
heart or his songs. (Matador Records).
he vinyl solution
"All of the true things I am about 10 tell
you are sha;"eless lies" - The Books of
Bokonon
Before I proceed with my usual rock-critic
nccrns thatbanter, I must address some co .
have recently come to my auenuorr
The title 'Jesus is On My Side" alone
made me want 10 her.e this Teen Angds sin-
gle, biii after one listen I was hooked.
Guitarist Kelly Canary's Courtney l.ove-
meets-Satan vocals turn nil' on. Thl'se girl.~
know that pop music doesn't 11l·t'l'.~sarily
equate wimpincss, They spit (JUI the bubble
gum and play it mean and Iwavy.
The b-side's "Shoot hom The II ip" is sim-
pie and salacious. Women in ro('k' Shit, this
is women taking over rock. Bra vo' (Sdli x)('h
Pooch Records).
Gwen Mars play atmospheric m"I:II·
tinged punk. It's not really my cup or l<'a,
but I'll give you the low down. ~1:I11
Thrasher, 'singer and guit;trisl. could be
Trent Reznor moonlighting with a rock
band, but he doesn't quill' have lile person-
Integra GS-R Sports COJ/pc
Welcome to the year-end Vinyl Solution.
WHO SAYSYOUR DEGREEWON'T OPEN ANY DOORS?
r.=1HE===A:=CURA====INTE===C=RA:::::;l. flAEFORE YOUGET too depressed about what your college diploma is really worth, check out the box on the left.
GRADUATE
PRO G RAM It outlines our special deal for soon-to-be graduates, or graduates who have been out of scho?l less than a year.
See that? You thought you'd be driving around in some used rust bucket. But now you can drive an Acura Integra
GS-R, with a 17Q-horsepower VIne engine, power moonroof, air conditioning, and, best of aIL a ®
name. Of course we know you'd prefer a vice presidency in our company. But this should do for now. ACURA
Fltxil,lt paymtll/ scl/tdll/e.
Easy 10 qualify" .
fJl'\ AEURA OFBOISE\.lY 9380 FAIRVIEW AVE., BOISE· (208) 323-6300
SOME THINGS
ARE WORTH
THE PRICE.
"5« rl'dpa/illg ACI,ra dCtlltTfor dtlails. 111lACllra Illttgrn Gmduaatt Program is a~i1ablt /0 purchasers by AHFC. 01995Arum D;~sian of A",triolll Hondn Molar Co., 1/1(.Mum and In~/esra art rtgisftmf tradtnldrb of Hondn Molar Co., LId.your pa , _ VlEC ISO /radtlllllrl: ofHon4a Motar Co.• LId. Makt aUIII/tiligml dtcision. Buckle up. . _. .
LOWDOWN
PAYMENT
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ality of industrial's dark whiz-kid.
"Cosmic Dick" contains a
decent hook. hut iI's much too
serious and over-done. Iluh. huh.
at least ihcv sa I' "dick" :1 lot. The
poppier b-sidc's "Shrink" reveals
Thrasher's ,!<-el'-secd"d ncg.uivc
fedings about psychi:llrists.
Judging from the lyriCS on Ih"sc
songs I'd .say hL'-ssuffering from a
passive aggressivc .m xietv dixor-
del'. (Dragst"r rt'c, '!'lis I.
t)n the h·sid" oj SOlindg.lrdL'ns
"F"ll on Black ll:lys" "'·inch pic-
ture-disc the pedal hits Ihe floor
hard. "Kyle Petty. Son of Richard"
swamps listener» with h,xJt-sizcd
guitar chunksand a rhvthrnic vibe
that about the size of.Texas.
The song opens with a
thick Kim Thayi! guitar riff
above the precision-tight
rhythm work of ~1:ttt
Cameron and Ben Shepard.
drums and hass. respectively.
Chris Cornell's distorted
vocal growl during the verse
slams this song into high
gear. All the sweat and
obscenity recedes during the
"Get it Right" groove on the
chorus, but comes back with
a vengeance afterward. I'd
suggest turning the volume
all the way up for this one.
The second song,
"Motorcycle Loop: is an art
noise piece by ThayiL I can't
figure out whether they
used an actual motorcy-
cle sound elTeel or if it's
just Kim performing
some insane guitar-guru
torture ritual. (A&~l
IkclJl'lIsI.
On their l.uest :"IHIIIl.
~ludhoney b"'slcd their
rockst.rr peers with "Into
Yer Sluik." On the song's
singlL-. the h:lI1d clrrit-s
till' id":1 l urthvr on a h-
.sidc t.rucifucks cover
called "You Gi\'l~ ~1e the
Creeps."
I don't know where
the song was recorded.
hut they've achieved the
total gargled garage-punk
sound on this outing.
Everything's a bit fuzzy, like a radio station
that won't quite come in on your old 1')Hlls
boom-box, It's a perfect sound to capture
such punk fury.
\'<'hen vocalist Mark Arm yells. "If you're
so fucking clever why does everyone laugh
at you?" it's easy to see the link with the a-
side. Mudhoney detest the "look-at-me"
musicians that clutter our airwaves and eye-
waves in MTV -cra. It's sure good to sec a
band that shows no sign of getting softer
with age. (Super Electro Sound Recordings),
Pavement offer us a nice slice of Wowee
Zowee with their "Rattled by the Rush" sin-
gle, "Rattled" plays like a pretty straight-for-
ward rock single, but the cut-and-paste
vocals of Stephen Malkmus C'no soap in the
~Iri-') keep Paverneru grounded in weird:
ness.
Perhaps, they were feeling a little guilty
about the single's accessibility_ On the flip-
side they remind us that we're dealing with
(':lvemenl, the torch-bearers of slacker rock.
"Fake Skorpion" and "Easily Fooled" are
delightful goof numbers that cause rock-crit-
ic words to faiL (Matador Records),
I must say it's been an awful fun to ride
on Pat Schmaljohn's "Tangerine Pony" and
I'm sad to sec his reign at The Arbiter end,
Thanks for everything Pat.
Next year, Laura Delgado (current film
editor) and I will be running this entertain-
ment section again, so stay tuned for more
fighting words,
DON'filissYoulfCHANCE TOWINVALUABLEPRIZES·SEE STORE.EOfJ.DErA/~
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I I12 ponyBoise Summerfest
announces its sixth season
MICHElli SCHWEND
Campus Arts Editor
Organizers of Boise
Summerfest has announced the
musical series' June calendar. BSU
music professor and festival direc-
tor Mike Sarnball said they have a
musical menu 10 please all tastes.
Summerfest "95 begins Friday,
June 2 and continues each week-
end until Sunday. June 18. All con-
certs start at 8 p.m. at the BSLJ
Centennial Amphitheater.
Included in the festival events
will be an outdoor sculpture
exhibit at the amphitheater Ieatur-
ing work by Sun Valley-based
artist Rod Kagan.
The line up is as follows:
June 2-4- "Big Top
SymphonicPops" The Boise
Chamber Orchestra and the
Summertime Singers will perform
orchestral medleys from
Broadway to Iiollywood. aswell
as folk, iazz, rock and pop
favorites. The colorful circus of
arousing Americana music
includes marches and hits from
"West Side Story," "Schindler's List"
and "The Lion King."
June 9·11- "Midsummer Night
Dre-.tms and Native American
Themes." The music of
Mendelssohn and the drama of
Shakespeare inspire classical ballet
complete with opera singers and
actors. Also on the program is a
modern ballet by Utah composer
I tcnry Walking. The ballet, titled
"Forever Yesterday," is infused
with Native American songs of
revcrance for the environment. It
will be performed with a set
designed around the giant metal
sculptures by Kagan.
June 16·18- "The Big Band Era
Sings" The Boise Big Band. an all-
Northwest big band of red- hot
~Izzers joined for the first time by
the Summer Aires vocal FIZZ
ensemble, will perform hits from
the 1940s to the 19')()s. The pro·
gram includes favorites from Glen
Miller, Tommy Dorsey. Stan
Kenton, Count Baise and Duke
Ellington, as well as the vocal FIZZ
sounds reminiscent of "The Pied
Pipers."
"My vision for SummerFest has
always been that it would become
a collaborative arts festival," Said
Samball, "Our sixth season takes
another step in this direction by
adding actors from the BSLJ
department of theater arts and the
Kagan sculptures that \....ill be a
part of the set for 'Midsummer
Night Dreams' and 'Native
American Themes:"
Season tickets arc on sale now,
Tickets to all three concerts arc
available for the price of $21 gen-
eral admission or $15 for students
and seniors. Single tickets arc $8
general admission and $6 for stu-
dents and seniors. Children under
5 will be admitted free of charge.
For more information, call 385·
1216.
by Melanie Hoyt
It hits steel hard-true.
Knocking the breath
From my chest.
Aching. dark worries
Consume all light.
Crying ...
Someone help mel
The night's voice-soft wind.
A breeze caresses
My body,
In absence of human touch.
Relaxing me into exhausted sleep.
The fall of another blow,
Morning striking me awake.
Blinding sun ..terror in knowledge returns.
No.
I can't face it.
Run.
Hot day, sweaty-sufficating.
Driven to the grassy slopes
Of drifting water.
Mmmmm.
The sounds soothe.
Release".remind me of what's true.
What matters.
life, beauty".peace.
. Mass Comm/Journalism, grad Fall '95, Dealing with the stress of pay-
mg for school and going to work and having no time and feeling like
everything's closing in. Normal stress.
It's One Of The Most Useful Credit Cards On The
,~Planet. Unless You've Stolen It. Your Maste.rCard" is stolen. You panic, get
angry, panic some more. Then you call and cancel it. Now the thief is In possession of, oh,
about seven
.Ctr(dm (tmdltillnJ 4pply
01995 MtHU,Cd,J IntUrJa'lon,d In(l!,p~,attJ
cents worth of stolen plastic. (Maybe he can use it as a coaster when he entertains
at the hideout.) So relax. You only have 'to pay for stuff yOIl bought, and you
even get a new card the next d . It'll b d at rni .. ay e accepte m llions of places,
wallets. MasterCard. It's tl d ~more .Wt1 a ere it card. It's smart money"
-----'-'-~-_ ........_--------------.-
,,:'""--.........;~.n~-:-'_'~,;,...:,'~·~"·~·,...- -.,."
ORDER NOWI
Please Charge my Visa__ MaStercard_
or find enclosed my Check_ Money Order__
,.=;..~~;;;;;,.-_..,.....-..,.....---=---......-,. MAKE CHECKS PAVABLElO: BRONCO COU-EClORS CARD
QtV . $lOTAI. Name (Please Print) -------------
_$20.00EACH $__ I Address City State_Zip _
!H'PINGAtI>HANIJI,.Nl J2.QlL I Phonei ---------:---::--::::--:.-----
Card Number Exp Date, _
101"AL $--:""-
FORFASTESTRESPONSECAl1TOlLAlEE Authorized Signature:__ ------------
1-800-556-2999 OR Authorization to charge credit card: I agree that Call Telecommunications (C.T.) or their agent is euthorized to debit my credit card for
1
_- _-OQ'7I; OR.FAX ORDER 10: the amount indicated above. I lurther agree thai I.am pers~nallY responsible lor the amount owing to (C.T.) lor the products ordered.
~... Service provided by Bottom Line Telecommunications, Inc.
1-2OW38-848& .MAIl ORDERS 10: IUNDB\STAlIJ $5.00 OF EAat CARDPIR:IIASED Will BE 1JONA1B)1O THEBSU BRONCO
BRONCO (OO.ECIORS CARD STADIUM EXPANSION RJND AND$1.00 OF EAat CARDPmatASED WIll 00 10 THE
p.D. BOX T753, BOISE, IDAHO 83707 AMERICAN CANCER SOCIElY ON BEHALF OF COACH POKEY AU.EN
(IJJ.lOW 4-6 WE.OO DEUVERY TIME)
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JURIEDARTEXHIBITon display at
the BSUStudent Union Gallery
through May 19. 385-1223.
Mixed media exhibit by Treasure
Valley area artists.
PORTRAITSOFTHE PASTpainting
collection on display at Boise Art
Museum through June 25. 670 S.
Events Center at BSUthrough
May 4. 8 p.m. Presented by BSU
theatre arts department. Call
385·3980.
BODIESAND MINDS INTER-
TWINED on Morrison Center
Stage II at BSUthrough May 6.
385-3980.8 p.m. Presented by
BSU theatre arts department. $3
general. $2 students.
• LIVEMUSICat Neurolux. 111 N.
11th. 343-0886. 9 p.m. $3 cover.
Ages 21 and over.
• FREEFIRSTTHURSDAYat Boise
Art Museum. 670 S.Julia Davis
Dr. 345-8330. Free admission all
day. 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. Featuring
two films on early American art
at7 p.m.
buck or two. Ages 21 and over.
REDSTONEat Shorty's. 5467
Glenwood. 323-0555. 9 p.m.
Ladies Night. Drink specials. $2
cover for men. Ages 21 and over.
Thursday 4th
LARGEFORMATPAINTINGat
Flying M Espresso. 5th and Idaho.
345-4320. First Thursday show
opening with featured artist Surel
Mitchell. Music by Brad Nelson
WEDNESDAY, MAY 3, 1995 THE ASSBITER
• THE ROCCIJOHNSON BAND at
Hannah's. 621 Main. 345-7557.
9:30 p.m. Drink specials. No
cover. Ages 21 and over.
• REBECCAscon & VICKI STAGIat
Tom Grainey's. 6th and Main.
345-2505.9:30 p.m. Cover is a
buck or two. Ages 21 and over.
DEEPDOWN TRAUMA HOUNDS
Julia Davis Dr. 345-8330. Open
Tuesday-Friday, 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. and weekends, noon to 5
p.m. $3 general, $2 seniors and
~ college students, $1 students
grades 1-12, free for children
under six. An unusual collection
of 19th century portraits, land-
scapes, events, still life's and
genre scenes that chronicle
American life.
• DANCECONCERTin Special
• OSSEEANDERSON& THEHIT
SQUAD at Blues Bouquet. 1010
Main. 345-6605. 9:20 p.m. $3
cover. Ages 21 and over.
• THE ROCCIJOHNSON BAND at
Hannah's. 621 Main. 345-7557.
9:30 p.m. Ladies' Night. $2 cover
for men. Ages 21 and over.
REBECCAscorr & ViCKI STAGIat
Tom Grainey's. 6th and Main.
345-2505.9:30 p.m. Cover is a
BODIES AND MINDS
INTERTWINED
The BSU theater arts department and the Theater Majors
ASSOCIationwill present "Bodies and Minds Intertwined: two
s~parate programs of student showcase theater and dance pro-
ductions May 3-6 in the Morrison Center Stage II.
Showcase performances will display two plays and six origi-
nal dance pieces. Selections include "Uncle Petey:' "Cavemen:
"The Happy Journey from Trenton to Camden: "Roach Motel"
and "Wanting Simplicity."
Tickets for each performance are $3 general admission and
$2 for seniors and students under 18 and are available at the
door.
.• For more information call the BSU theater arts department
at 385-3980.
QUEENSRYCHE PARTY AT
MOUNTAIN BILLIARDS
Pirate Radio will present a Queensryche Party at Mountain
Billiards on Wednesday, May 10. The fun will begin at 9 p.m.
and all ages are invited. There will be give-a-ways including
Queensryche tickets, shirts, CD's, autographed posters and
prizes from Stein Distributing. live performance by Luscious
Fuzz.
._SWEAT
WITH
MTV'S
ERIC
NIES ON
:MAY 16
Sony Music Video
and MTV are going to
• FACULTYBRASSQUINTETin
Morrison Center Recital Hall at
BSU.385-3980. 7:30 p.rn.
Presented by BSU'music depart- .
ment. $4 general. $2 seniors. Free
to BSUstudents, faculty and staff.
• MAME in Morrison Center Main
Hall at BSUthrough May 7. 385-
1110. 8 p.m. Additional matinee
performances at 2 p.m. on May 6
and 7.
from 7 p.rn, to 9 p.m. No cover.
All ages.
• JAMMIN' NOODLESLIVEMUSIC
at Noodles Italian Restaurant. 8th
and Idaho. 342-9300. 5 p.m. to 8
p.m. First Thursday. Free appetiz-
ers. No cover. All ages.
• HOOCHIECOOCHIEMEN at
Blues Bouquet. 1010 Main. 345-
6605. 9:20 p.m. No cover. Ages
21 and over.
make people sweat this summer with the release of a new
workout home video led by Eric Nies, host of MTV's popular
dance show, "The Grind." "The Grind Workout Hip Hop
Aerobics" video will be in stores May 16 for the retail price of
$12.98. .
Set to the beat of a funky soundtrack that includes "Insane
In the Brain" by Cypress Hill, the video also features "The Grind"
dancers and a special abdominal workout routine led by Nies.
"HOT ZONE" AUTHOR TO
SPEAK MAY 31
Richard Preston, author of "The Hot Zone: will speak at BSU
on May 31 at 7 p.m. in the Student Union Grace Jordan
Ballroom.
In his presentation, Preston will discuss the outbreak of an
exotic "hot" virus in the winter of 1989 in the u.s.
Tickets for the lecture are $35 and available through Select-
a-Seat. For more information, call BSU Outreach programs
director Kellie Branson at 385-1115.
BOGUS BASIN MOUNTAIN
BIKE DAYS
Bogus Basin Mountain Bike days are coming June 24, July 8,
July 29, August 19 and September 17. On those days the public
is invited to participate in a fun time that includes live entertain-
ment. Helmets are required. lift tickets will be $10. Call 322-
5100 for details.
at Grainey's Basement. 107 S.
sth. 345-2955. Doors open at
8:30 p.m. $1 cover. Ages 21 and
over.
• lAZY JANEat Mountain Billiards.
15th and Grove. 342-9974. 8
p.rn. Sponsored by Pirate Radio.
All ages.
• D, J. TIMOTHYTIM at Neurolux.
111 N. 11tho343-0886. 9 p.m. $1
drafts. No cover. Ages 21 and
Portraits of The Past
AMERICAN NAIVE
PAINTINGS FROM THE
NATIONAL GALLERY OF
ART
Boise Art Museum April 29-June 25, 1995
Spronsored in Idaho by Key Bank of Idaho and Dean Witter
Reynolds
Portraits of the Past provides a rare opportunity for the peo-
ple of Boise to view American eighteenth and nineteenth cen-
tury paintings on loan from the National Gallery of Art. The thir-
ty-five paintings selected fro the exhibition include many engag-
ing portraits, detailed scenes of daily life, and unique interpreta-
tions of historical events. Enjoyable for their strong design,
pleasing colors, and sense of vitality, the paintings also offer
revealing insights into American middle-class life more than a
century ago.
Portraits of the Past gives us a lively view of American histo-
ry, from women in lacy collars and bonnets, to children with
their toys and pets, from the blacksmith shop to the circus,
from William Penn's treaty with the Indians to Civil War battles.
Reflecting our national and cultural concerns, these American
folk paintings at the same time express the highly individualistic
talents and viewpoints of their creators.
Several educational programs will be offered to accompany
Portraits of the Past. On "First Thursday" May 5, the films
Anonymous Was A Woman and American Vision will be shown
at the Museum at 7 p.m. On May 18 at 7 p.rn., sociologist
Marilyn Ihinger-Tallman of Washington State University will
explain symbolic meanings in the paintings that give us clues
about childhood and the family in the nineteenth century.
Associate Professor Rena Sanderson of Boise State University
will lecture on American literature of the period on "First
Thursday" June I, at 7 p.m.
The paintings in this exhibition were drawn from a gift to
the National Gallery of Art from Edgar William and Bernice
Chrysler Garbisch. Portraits of the Past: American Naive
Paintings from the National Gallery of Art is generously spon-
sored in Idaho by Key Bank of Idaho and Dean Witter Reynolds.
The exhibition is organized by the National Lending Service of
the National Gallery of Art, Washington D.C.
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over. · DEEPDOWN TRAUMAHOUNDS and Idaho. 345-4320. 8 p.m. to 5 p.m. No cover. Ages 21 andat Grainey's Basement through 10:30 p.m. No cover. All ages. over.
· THETOURISTSat Dutch Goose May 6.107 S. 6th. 345-2955.
~~~~~IylC~~BRATION
Bar & Grill. 3515 W. State. 342- Doors open at 8:30 p.m. $1, $2 · FATJOHN& THETHREESLIMSat
8887.9 p.m. $2 cover. 21 and or $3 cover. Ages 21 and over. Tom Grainey's. 6th and Main,
over after 9 p.m, at Julia Davis Park Bandshell. 345-2505. 9:30 p.m. Cover is ~· DARKWOODat Flying M 385-3825. 11:30 a.m. to 5:30 buck or two. Ages 21 and over.· REDSTONEat Shorty's. 5467 Espresso. 5th and Idaho. 345- p.m. Sponsored by BSU'sGlenwood. 323-0555. Free dance 4320.8 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. No Organizaci6n de Estudiantes · BINGO at Neurolux. 111 N.llth.
lessons from 7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. cover. All ages. latino Americanos. Live music, 343-0886. 10 p.m. to midnight.
Music starts at 9 p.m. $1 shot food, dancers, raffle and talent No cover. Ages 21 and over.
night. No cover. Ages 21 and · THETOURISTSat Dutch Goose show. Free admission. Tuesda~ 9thover. Bar & Grill through May 6. 3515
~~!~~XH~!~E on
W. State. 342-8887. 9 p.m. $3 · TREASUREVALLEYJURIEDART • A NIGHTWIT THE SINGERSat
cover. 21 and over after 9 p.rn, EXHIBITAWARDSRECEPTIONat , Capital High School Auditorium. n
BSUStudent Union Gallery. 385- 7:30 p.m. An evening of jazz 0
Morrison Center Stage II at BSU. · OJ. TIMOTHYTIM at Neurolux. 1223, 7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. entertainment for the entire fami- :3385-3980. 8 p.m. Presented by 111 N. 11tho343-0886. 9 p.rn, Iy. $6 general. $4 for students ."_.
BSUtheatre arts department and No cover. Ages 21 and over. · FATCITYBLUESMACHINEat with activity cards and seniors. -
Theatre Majors Association. Blues Bouquet. 1010 Main. 345- Tickets available at the door or by
II)
a.· REDSTONEat Shorty's through 6605. 9:20 p.m. No cover. Ages calling 322-3875, ext. 31.· CINCO DEMAYO CELEBRATION May 6. 5467 Glenwood. 9 p.rn, 21 and over. tr-'<at 8th Street Marketplace. 344- $3 cover. Ages 21 and over. JAMSESSIONat Blues Bouquet. -0619. Live music, food and pina-
~~~~!~F~l!~~ Gallery
· FREEDANCELESSONSat 1010 Main. 345-6605.9:20 p.m. C»
, ta breaking. Shorty's. 5467 Glenwood. 323- No cover. Bring your instrument!
C..
0555.7:30 to 9 p.rn. Ages 21 and Ages 21 and over. C»
· THE INSTINCTUALSat Koffee 1, Liberal Arts Building at BSU. over. a.Klatsch. 409 S. 8th. 345-0452. 9 385-3994. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. THECLUTCHat Hannah's. 621 II)
p.m. to 11:30 p.m. $1.All ages. · BOI HOWDYat Tom Grainey's. Main. 345-7557. 9:30 p.m. No OQ· VOICERECITALin Morrison 6th and Main. 345-2205.9:30 cover. Ages 21 and over. C»· BURNIN' CHICAGOat Blues 'Center, C125 at BSU.385-3980. p.m. Cover is a buck or two. Ages a.Bouquet through May 6. 1010 2 p.m. Students of Karma Echols. 21 and over. FATJOHNAND THE THREESLIMS 0
Main. 345-6605. 9:20 p.rn. $2 No charge. at Tom Grainey's. 6th and Main.
cover. Ages 21 and over. · CD'Sat Neurolux. 111 N. 11th. 345-2505.9:30 p.m. No cover.· PIANISTSTEVEMICHAS in 343-0886. 9 p.m. No cover. Ages Ages 21 and over.
THE ROCCIJOHNSON BAND at Morrison Center Recital Hall at 21 and over.
Hannah's through May 6. 621 BSU.385-3980. 7:30 p.m. No ~2~~~~1!~~
. OPENMIKEWITH THE NEW
Main. 345-7557. 9:30 p.rn. $3 charge. ELECTRICPEACHESat Neurolux.
cover. Ages 21 and over. 111 N. 11th. 343-0886. 9 p.m.· ETHERVENUSAND MOSQUI- Dreamwalker. 1015 W. Main. No cover. Ages 21 and over.· UP CLOSEat Tom Grainey's. 6th TONESat Neurolux. 111 N. 11th. 343-4196. 9:30 p.m. No cover. Bring your guitar!and Main. 345-2505. 9:30 p.m. 343-0886. 9 p.m. $3 cover. Ages All ages. Bring your poems.
$I, $2 or $3 cover. Ages 21 and 21 and over. FREEDANCELESSONSat Shorty's.
over. · BLUES& BILLIARDSat Blues 5467 Glenwood. 323-0555. 7:30· RIVERat Flying M Espresso. 5th Bouquet. 1010 Main. 345-6605. to 9 p.m. Ages 21 and over.
ing tasters about their wines and the wine ptoducing process in
a fun-filled social setting.
Festivities begin on Friday, June 9 with an informal wine
tasting and silent auction at the Boise Art Musuem at 5:30 pm.
last year over 400 people attended to enjoy tasting wines and
meeting winery owners and distributors. Tickets are S18 per
person and are available at the door. ,
On Saturday, June lOa more formal affair will be held at the, '.
Boise Centre on the Grove. This evening features a premium
wine tasting and silent auction in "The Meadow" area of the
convention center. Participants will also enjoy a full-eourse
gourment dinner, exciting live auction and a -grand finale- of
surprises. Reservations are necessary for this event. Tickets are
$75 per person.
A new attraction during the Wine Festival weekend will be
the Idaho Brewers Festival. This informal outdoor gathering will
be held on Sunday, June 11 from 1-5 p.m. at The Grove, t--'
bricked patio area outside the Boise Centre on the Grove.
Microbreweries from Idaho, around the west and Canada will
attend this first-ever beer tasting event sponsored by the Boise
Consumer Co-op to benefit the Museum. Tickets are $18 per
person and are available at the door.
Make plans now to taste award-winning wines and brers
during the Beaux Arts Societe's Wine Festival and the Idaho
Brewers Festival in June.
the formal opening reception.
Work will be displayed in three galleries on the BSU cam-
pus: Gallery I in the Liberal Arts Building, Gallery II in the
Campus School Building and The Hemingway Center Gallery.
Featured artists include, Janice Berges, Jerry Lee Browning.
Jimmy Bryan, Lance Dameron, David Dust, Tom Elder, Darci
Erickson, Colleen Fellows, Kat Galloway, Kim Stolz Hasenoerhi'l,
Angela Gutgesell Juengel, Liz King, Michelle Moore Rhodes,
Linzie Ruppel, Shannon Traver, Paula Tripp, Jeff Varner, Kathl
Whitacre and Nanette Zahm.
Gallery hours are 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday-Friday and noon-5
p.rn, Saturday and Sunday. For more information, call 385-
3994.
SPRING FESTIVAL OF
CERAMICS SALE SET FOR
MAY 6-8
Pick up a unique graduation gift or something for yourself
at Boise State University's spring Festival of Ceramics May 6-
8. The exhibit and sale is held at Gallery 1 in the Liberal Art
Building on the BSU campus from 10 a.m.-5 p.m. all three
days.
The semiannual exhibit and sale features a large selection of
high-quality work by students, alumni and faculty.
A portion of the proceeds from the sale help to support the
art department's visitng ceramist program. Several times during
the academic year, BSU hosts visiting ceramists who give work-
shops that are attended by BSU students, area art teachers,
artists and art professors from BSU and other regional colleges
and universities.
For more information, call Ron Taylor at 385-3205.
BEAUX ARTS SOCIETE
PRESENTS 8TH ANNUAL
WINE FESTIVAL
The 8th Annual Beaux Arts Societe's Wine Festival will be
held Friday, June 9 and in Boise. Also featured during the week-
end will be the first Idao Brewers Festival, sunday, June 11.
Both events will benefit the Boise Art Museum.
Whether you are a serious wine connoisseur or if you simply
enjoy fine wines, participating wineries are interesed in ~ducat-
',' -.
BSU DEPARTMENT
UNVEILS 1995 SENIOR
SHOW APRIL
28
BSU MUSIC PROFESSORS
TO PERFORM PIANO DUO
MAY 14
April 28 marks the opening of
Boise State University's 1995
senior show, a group exhibition
featuring a wide variety of work by
bachelor of arts and bachelor 01
fine arts candidates from the
department of art. The show will
be on display through May 5. The
opening reception will be held
from 6-8 p.m,
The multi-media exhibition is a
culminating experience for senior-
level art majors. The students are
involved in all aspects of planning
the exhibit, selecting work for
inclusion, preparing the work for
exhibition, organizing publicity and
James Cook and Madeline Hsu, both professors of musi>,
at BSU, will share the stage in a duo piano recital at thl!
Morrison Center Recital Hall on Sunday, May 14, at 7:30 p.m.
The recital is presented as part of BSU's Faculty Artist Series.
Donations will benefit the deaprtment of music's general
scholarship endowment fund, administered by the BSU
Foundation.
The winner of numerous prizes in international piano
competitions, Hsu won the Joseph Lhevinne Memorial in
New York in 1970. She has appeared as a recording artist
with radio and television stations around the world, and has
performed recitals and appeared as a soloist ~ orchestras
in France. Italy, Spain, Switzerland, Belgium, Polan~
Hungary, Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay, Africa, the U.S. and
Canada.
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Shipman Awards
Were Elegant Fun
lAURA DELGADO AND DANNY HERDEGEN
Aim Cultuni Editor. and BSU Student Guest Writer
Smoked salmon pate, soft music, tuxedos and little crystal trophies
washed in rose colored lights. This was the selling for the Idaho Film &
Video Association's Third Annual Nell Shipman Awards April 22 at the MK
Train Depot
~ Hosted by Channel 7's weatherman, Larry Gebert, awards were present-
ed for the best film and video work done in Idaho for this year, Receiving
.Nell Shipman Awards were: Jeff Noble, Videography; David Alan Ernest,
Original Music; Outdoor Idaho Staff, Misc. Production; Bill Krumm,
Documentary over $20,000and Documentary over $20,000;Christopher R.
Ennis, Student Film/Video; Jeffrey D. Smith, Cinematography; Kristi
Crookharn, Public Service Announcements; Randy Eckman, Corporate
News Magazine; North by Northwest Productions, Corp./Industrial over
$20,000,F..ditingand Best of Idaho; Randy Eckman, Corp./Industrial under
$20,000;Chris Bernardi, Animation.jil Ae King,Best Script;David Butterfield,
Commercial under $1,000;David Grume, Commercial under $10,000.
Besides the Nell Shipman Award glass trophy, there were two other
awards possible. One was an Award of Excellence and the other was a
Citation of Excellence,
Receiving an Award of Excellence for his entry in the Student
Film/Video category was I3SUstudent Daniel Garcia.Garcia is a member of
--'j .
-. BSU'sUniversity Television Productions.
Putting the Shipman Awards together this year was Awards Committee
Chairman,Jerry Long.Long felt the show was a success.
"We did a good job of showing the best of Idaho. It showed the depth
and experience that people in Idaho have: said Long. "The Nell Shipman
Awards showed the community we're proud of what we do. It also gives
other people new ideas, challenges them and they have f~n watching
everybody's work," said Long.
. .;.
Surprise your 01
When you stay awake in class, you tend to learn more. (Unless you have an uncanny talent '
of learning through osmosis~LSo donlt let fatigue get in the way of your A; Revive with Vivarine•
One tablet has the same amoun~ of caffeine as about two cups of coffee.
And itls just a~ safe. Hey, anything is possible, if youlre up for it.
a..__
01995 ~Conoumer_
Use only as directed.
Revive with Vivarin~
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Limited resources forced
BSU to limit newsgroups
But who decided which ones to exclude?
Analysis by
MARK HOUADAY
StaffWriter
KATE NEIUY BEU
Managing Editor
There arc thousands of news-
groups on the global Internet net-
work. Newsgroups arc confer-
ences, classified by subject, to
which tens of thousands of post-
ings arc made daily. Newsgroups
arc huge, unmoderated, uncontrol-
lable.
Limited disk space has forced
Boise State to prioritize which
newsgroups the campus communi-
ty can access. No one on campus
seems to know when decisions
were made as to which news-
groups would be excluded-or
even who made the decisions.
l,Jlristine Hurst, director of
Computer Services, doesn't know.
Dan Lester, network information
c(xJrdinator for the library, doesn't
know. William Ruud, dean of the
College of Business and chairman
of the Computer Governance
Committee, doesn't know either.
Brian Zimmerman, a BStJ stu-
dent, is concerned that decisions
about which newsgroups to
exclude were made without input
from students.
Typically, when universities
can offer only a limited number of
ncwsgroups, or when they ban
newsgroups, it is the sex discus-
sion newsgroups and other "non-
academic" newsgroups that get cui
off.
llurst Solidthe reason why the
ali.sex hierarchy is not available
through BSU is because the uni-
versity doesn't have the resources
to store a lot of files with pic-
tures-and the altsex newsgroups
include endless pictures.
Zimmerman said that of all the
altsex newsgroups (there are 50-
60), the only one that can be
accessed through the BStJ system
deals with sexual abuse recovery.
This could mean that BSUofficials
filtered out newsgroups based on
personal moral beliefs.
Zimmerman said that while
BSUstudents can access a news-
group that graphically describes
multiple ways of killing Barney
the dinosaur, access to newsgroups
dealing with massage, for instance,
arc excluded
"I subscribed to another service
just because I couldn't get what I
wanted/from Boise State," he said
E.L Skip Knox, a Data Center
associate for microcomputers, said
what has happened at BSU is not
censorship, but good judgement
about how limited resources
should be USl.'t1. He said non-acade-
mic material and frivolous or sex-
ual newsgroups are "not what I
think BSU'scomputers should be
used for."
As a teacher, Knox said he
would object to being told that he
couldn't put his class on-line
because the pornography on
NA popular government without
popular information, or the means
of acquiring it, is but a prologue to a
farce or a tragedy, or perhaps both,
Knowledge will forever govern igno-:
rance, and a people who mean to
be their 01IIII1 govemmors must arm
thernselves with the power which
knowledge gives:' - James Madison
ult.sex.beasriality is taking up too
much room.
But room won't he such a big
issue come June. Hurst said the
universily will be gelling more
disk space then. At that time, more
newsgroups will be allowed into
the BSUsystem, she said.
Universities across the country
have made decisions to ban cer-
tain newsgroups.
More than a dozen news-
.groups, including alt.sex, were
banned at .western Washington
University. Pennsylvania State
University and the University of
Toledo have also banned the
alt.sex newsgroups.
Iowa State University banned
material from the rec.arts.erotic-.t
newsgroup and any other news-
groups where sex is a common
discussion.
All the alternative news-
groups-even alt.censorship-were
banned at the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln because some
might find some of the articles in
some of the newsgroups objection-
able.
Other universities have dis-
cussed solutions to and enacted
policies about the problem of
where to put limited resources.
When Computer Science
Department raculty at Stanford
University met in 1989 to discuss
the problem, they agreed unani-
mously that cost-not content-
should be the only reason to cut
off access to newsgroups.
"The criteria for including
newsgroups in computer systems
or removing them shuld be iden-
tical to those for including books
in or removing books from
libraries," the faculty stated. "Since
the resource requirements for
keeping newsgroups available arc
very small, we consider il con-
trary to the function of a univer-
sity to censor the presence of
newsgroups in university com-
puters.
"To 1Jc able to read anything
subject only to cost limitations is
an essential part of academic free-
dom. Censorship is not an appro-
priate tool for preventing or deal-
ing with offensive behavior."
According 10 the American
Library Association's interpretation
of the Library Bill of Rights, the
mission of libraries should be to
make all materials accessible to the
public.
The interpretation stales,
"Collections should be inclusive,
not exclusive ....materials should
cover the needs and interests of all
patrons. This includes materials
that reflect political, economic, reli-
gious, social, minority and sexual
issues."
This means that there can be
materials someone will find offen-
sive in libraries.
Iowa State University has
found a solution to making so-
called offensive materials accessi-
ble to those who want them and
hidden from those the material
would offend.
At Iowa State, "The news,
groups that are restricted can be
accessed by people who fill out a
vaivcr form in order to get access
to the material that is considered
to be obscene by some."
One net surfer said that those
who would be offended probably
wouldn't come across the obscene
material anyway.
Malcolm McMahon (mal-
colm@pigsty.demon.co.uk), on the
alt.censorship newsgroup, wrote
that, "All the obscene postings I've
come across have been in the
places they belong. ...People who
do not wish to encounter sexual
material arc extremely unlikely to
do so by accident.
"If censorship is established, the
sexual content of the net will go
underground People who want it
will have difficult finding it and
people who don't want it arc
more likely to stumble accross it
without warning. It's rather like
the effect of making prostitution
illegal. Prostitution persists."
How to get
around
To access newsgroups outside of the Boise State system,
one must tel net to a server at another site and follow their
menu system to access the newsgroups.
Access can be limited during the daytime because so many
people are trying to use "freenet" services. If at first you don't
succeed, try, try again at three in the morning.
. The following is a list of 'freenets" where a user can access
newsgroups. Most allow users to view newsgroups for free
but require registration on their system to post to the news-
groups. The access codes in parenthesis are the commands
one should follow once the user tel nets to that site.
132.162.32.99 (guest)
136.176.5.114
bigcat.missouri.edu
bigsky.bigsly.dillon.mt.us (bbs):
cap.gwu.edu (guest/visitor)
cbos.uc.edu
cyberspace.org (newuser)
firefly.prairienet.org (visitor)
freenet-in-a.cwru.edu (guest)
freenet-in-b.cwru.edu (guest)
freenet-in-c.cwru.edu (guest)
freenet.buffalo.edu
freenet.carleton.ca
freenet.fsu.edu
freenet.hsc.co\orado.edu
freenet.victoria.bc.ca
garbo.uwasa.fi (guest)
hermes.merit.edu
launchpad.unc.edu (launch)
leo.nmc.edu
m-net.ann-arbor.mi.us (um-m-net/g/newuser)
nyx.cs.du.edu (guest/l/qa/n)
rgfn.epcc.edu
sendit.epcc.edu (bbs/sendit2me)
vdoe386.vak12ed.edu (guest/guest)
yfn2.ysu.edu (visitor)
~."-
Sites on the Web that may be useful for censorship infor-
mation and beginning newsgroup users:
For new users of newsgroups, ftp://rtfm.mit.edu/pub/
useneVnews.announce.newusers/
A newsgroup which discusses censorship, news:altcensor-
ship.
Stanford's newsnet filtering service which provides a per-
sonalized USENET News, or Netnews, delivery service via
email, http://woodstock.stanford.edu:2000/
For a descriptive list of newsgroups in its entirety,
http://woodstock.stanford.edu:2000/groups.html·
Electronic Frontier Foundation: A non-profit civil liberties
public interest organization working to protect freedom of
expression, privacy and access to online resources and infor-
mation, http://www.eff.org/ .
Computers and Academic Freedom archive.
http://WwW.eff.org:80/CAF/
Our government passing laws to censor the internet;
Preserve, Protect and Defend the Internet, http://www.phan-
tom.com/ -slowdog/
J Items the censors don't. want you to see,
http://www.mitedu:8001/activities/safe/notsee.html
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When You Think
You're Out
of Choices ••••
Carol Pangburn, specializing in
results-oriented brief counsel-
ing, can help you create new
choices to achieve the inner
freedom, capability and satis-
faction with life you want.
Anger· Fear· Stress· Depression
Relationships. career Explbratlon
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Ed..caliQh vs.Ex erienee
Employment projec-tions for 1990-2005
indicate that the average
annual openings in jobs
requiring a degree will
number fewer than during
the 1984-1990 period,
although the number of
bachelor's degrees award-
ed during 1990-2005 will
increase.- Kristina J.
Shelley, author of "More
College Graduates May Be
Chasing Fewer Jobs,"
published in
Occupational Outlook
Quarterly in Summer, 1992
...
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Essential and Meaningless
KATENEIllY 'EU
Managing Editor
Barbara Anderman has a, bache,lor's degree in com-munication from the
University of New Mexico. While
job hunting after graduation, she
realized that her degree wasn't the
only thing she got from college-
she also was given unreal expecta-
tions of where her degree would
take her.
After graduation, Anderman
said she expected "a paycheck in
the midtwenties, benefits, theabilty
to' live alone, payoff my student
loans and go out to dinner every
so often without agonizing over it
Now it would be enough if I could
share a modest apartment with
roommates and still cat."
For two months, right after
graduation, Anderman, author of
"Why Can't I Find a Full-Time Job?"
published in Glamour in July 199ti,
sent out more than 150 resumes
and got little or no response.
"So much for the lauded bene-
fits of a college degree," wrote
J\nderman. "I couldn't help but
question exactly why it was [ took
out $10,000 in student loans. Let's
not even talk about the credit card
debt I ran up before graduation,
when I still naively assumed my
, future employability was assured."
Docs a bachelor's degree mean
anything anymore?
At the Career Center at the
University of Washington, director
Jean Hernandez said she has noticed
that more and more graduates arc
looking for work outside their
majors and more are doing jobs that
don't require college degrees.
Forty percent of all 1990 college
graduates believe the work they do
in their jobs does not require a col-
lege degree, according to a study by
the National Center for Education
Statistics. And 30 percent of each
new crop of graduates between now
and 2005will march straight into the
ranks of the jobless or the underem-
ployed, according to a Labor
Department study released in 1992
With this lack of post-gradua-
tion success, college students are
wondering if a bachelor's degree
means anything anymore. Today, a
, college diploma is considered both
essential and nearly meaningless,
writes J. Weisberg, the author of
"Useless lIt" an article published in
Mademoiselle in August 1993-
While 30 percent of today's
graduates can't find jobs in their
disciplines, overall, those with col-
lege degrees earn more money
than those without degrees. In fact,
this is more true today than ever
before.
According to Labor Secretary
Robert Reich, "In 1979,the average
college graduate was earning about
40 percent more than the average
high .school graduate. In 199ti, the
average college graduate is earning
80 percent more than the average
high school graduate."
Unfortunately, this does not
mean graduates arc making a lot of
money. It just means high school
graduates are making almost nothing.
Still, college graduates are much
more employable than those With-
out degrees, even if they have to
start out in a job that's lower on
the ladder than what they expect-
ed, said Richard Rapp, director of
BSU'sCareer Center.
[I' college graduates think
they're having trouble finding a
job-any job-a closer look at
unemployment rates for those less
educated might make the gradu-
ates feci a lillie bit better-even if
they are working at Burger King.
In 199-1, the unemployment rate
for high school dropouts was about
one in 10. A high school diploma
cuts that rate in half (5.'i percent). A
college degree cuts the rate in half
once again (2.6 percent), according
to the Alliance to Save Student Aid.
l lowcvcr, one's employability
increases even more with the accu-
mulation of graduate degrees and
job experience.
Solution: Consider grad school
Boise State offers 22 master's
degree programs and one doctor-
ate. But whether or not a graduate
degree is really needed may
depend on one's discipline.
Ken Hollenbaugh, clean of the
Graduate School, said that engineers
and geologists, for instance, will be
able to land only entry-level posi-
tions with a master's degree, while
10-15 years ago, just a bachelor's
degree would have been OK.
Hollenbaugh said one quarter
of students who come to BSU
already have bachelor's degrees.
These graduates return for many
reasons-to take courses of interest,
to get a second bachelor's degree,
to get a teaching certificate or do
graduate work.
Whatever the goals of these
graduate students are, their num-
bers are increasing at Boise State.
The graduate student population
has increased 43 percent from 1993,
Hollenbaugh said.
The most heavily enrolled grad-
uate programs at Boise State are in
education and business administra-
tion, said Hollenbaugh.
Solution: Complete internships
and specialize
Experience can be a big factor
in the workplace. While a college
education is a .valuable asset, on-
the-job experience rates highest in
the retail, service, repair and con-
struction industries, said Shelley.
"Internships are definitely more
valuable than they used to be," said
Rapp, "Every student should plan
on having at least one internship
during their college career."
Rapp said the value of expert-
ence has increased because most
major employers no longer have
training positions. Now, with the
exception of retailers and banks,
employers hire people that can go
into a job and start performing
from day one, said Rapp.
This means job seekers need to
. either do internships or take jobs
that are below their expectations
in order to gain experience and
advance.
But what if an internship
opportunity comes up while a stu-
dent is in school? Should the stu-
dent stay in school or take a semes-
ter off to complete an internship?
"It probably would payoff to
get that experience," said Happ.
In addition to completing an
internship, Rapp said students
should also choose their elective
classes carefully.
Students may also want to
choose their majors more carefully.
Workers who prepare themselves
for ~)bsrequiring specific skills-such
as bookkeeper, mechanic or techni-
cian-will fare better than those who
lack specialized training,said Shelley.
What some local employers
expect
Education programs at Boise
State are huge. The only doctoral
program offered by BSLJis in edu-
cation. Do local schools demand
teachers who have earned
advanced degrees?
Darryl Burbank, principal at
Garfield School, an elementary
school on Broadway Avenue, said
he has hired teachers who have a
bachelor's degree and no experi-
ence teaching but arc mature and
have had a lot of life experiences.
"I don't look that hard at bache-
lor's versus master's degrees," said
Burbank. "I look at experience, and
not necessarily in teaching."
What Burbank is looking for in
a teacher might vary. He said that
sometimes he looks for someone
with certain personality traits who
can balance out his staff. For
instance, maybe he needs a person
who has a calming effect on pe0-
ple or maybe someone who is a
motivator. But he always wants
someone who can ~connect with
the kids and use their training in a
positive way with kids."
How important is it that a
teacher was a good student?
Burbank said, "I don't look for
that top 4.0 student."
If an applicant docs have a ti.o,
Burbank said that's fine as long as the
person can "be understanding of that
kid who will never get a 'l.O-\the kid
who] will struggle to get a 2.0."
Burbank, who earned his mas-
ters degree from Boise State 20 years
ago, said,"I'mgelling more confident
in Boise State's program •• I've had
tremendous. mediocre and bad stu-
dent teachers from BoiseState."
He said the school a student
graduates from isn't as important
as what student puts into it.
"It'swhat they (students) do and
what they put into it, and not neces-
sarily which sehool they went to."
Twenty-four teachers arc
employed at Garfield School.
Burbank guesses that half have
their master's degrees, and many
are working toward master's
degrees. He said many of the teach-
ers with master'; degrees have'
gone back to school after working
in the classroom or while working.
Accounting is the second-largest
bachelor's degree program at Boise
State. Aarda Justin, an office ser-
vices administrator for Arthur
Anderson in Boise. said most of the
IjOemployees at the Boise firm
ha vc just a bachelor's degree in
accounting.
She said there are marc employ-
ees at Arthur Andersen with mas-
ter's degrees than there arc actual
erAs. At Arthur Andersen, which
rests at tile top of the big six
accounting firms in the' world, a
master's degree would be especially
attractive in the tax department.
Social work is one of the most
popular majors at Boise State.
Graduates who wish to stay in the
Boise area might look for work at
St. Luke's Regional Medical Center.
Vickie Whitham, who is a nurse
and professional recruiter for the
hospital, said the majority of their
positions require a master's degree.
She said the hospital has
approximately six MSWson board,
with only one employee who has
just a bachelor's degree in social
work. And this person works
under an MSW.
Is the glasshalf empty or half full?
As Darryl Burbank said, stu-
dents can increase the value of
their college degrees simply by
putting a lot of effort into the
ycars they spend on campus.
While 40 percent of all 1990 col-
Lege graduates said they didn't
think they needed their degrees to
do the work they're doing, there is
still 60 percenl who find their
work challenging enough that their
college educations are helpful
Unlucky graduates can just
cross their fingers in the meantime
; maybe things wiII get better
after 2005.
There were 30 to 35percent fewer jobs
available for the class of
1992 than there were for
the class of 1990.
-Patrick Sheetz, direc-
tor of the Collegtate jv,
Employment Research
Institute at Michigan State
University
Inthe '90s and earlypart of the 21st centu-
ry, employment growth
will be slow. The number
of young people entering
the labor force will c:;hange
little and the labor force
participation of women
will grow less rapidly. -
Kristina J. Shelley, author
of "More College
Graduates May Be Chasing
Fewer JObs,"
published in
Occupational Outlook
Quarterly in Summer,
1992 «.
Four years at a univer-sity ts no longer the
best path to making a lot
of money, nor is it even a
guarantee of a secure mid-
dle-classexistence.
- J. Weisberg, author of
"Useless U?" published in
Mademoiselle in August,
1993
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BSU's Kenneih Baker returns a shot in Saturday's match.
BStJ wins third
Big Sky crown
SCOTTSAMPUS
Sports Editor
If members of the BSU
men's tennis team thought win-
ning the Big Sky Conference
for a third-straight time would
be easy, they were wrong.
Seeded No. 1 going into the
tournament. BSU looked like a
lock to win its third-straight
conference title. The Broncos,
ranked 29th rtationally, were
heavy favorites to win the
crown one more time.
And at first it looked like
BSU would walk away with a
victory again, knocking off No.
, 8 seed Eastern Washington 7-0,
'\.Ihen thumping No.5 Montana
6'-0.
But Sunday'S title march
between BSU and Northern
Arizona turned into a dogfight.
The Lumberjacks, seeded
No. 2 in the tourney, also had
an easy time advancing to the
final round. They ran over
Idaho State 6-1 on Friday, then
swept Idaho 6-0 on Saturday,
selling up the championship
bracket.
Things looked good for BSU
early in the match against
NAU·.The Broncos started well,
winning the doubles point
before the singles marches
began.
Then Ben Davidson cruised
to a win :11 No.. -1 singles, and
Kristian Widen won in two
matches at No.5, giving BSU
three points, only one match
away from a victory.
BUI NAU wasn't about to
simply hand the Broncos their
third title.
The No.6 matchup between
BSU's Anthony Adams and
B5U, coni. on page 21
IFEIESIIICES
Total Health Club
Tanning as $35.00 per month
low as $2.50 month to month
per tan no initiation fee!
(with student I.d)
for a limited time only!!!
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Drive Espresso
HOURS:
MON· FRINot valid with any other offer
5200 W. Franklin Rd•
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Defense
rules in'
exhibition
CHRIS STRATTON.
Sports Writer
11was that' time of year again
for many dedicated Boise State
football fan's last Thursday, as well
as an opportunity for the coaching
staff to make a few final adjust-
ments before heading into fall
football.
Before 1,751 diehard Bronco
fans, the annual Blue-Orange foot-
ball scrimmage took place with
the defense all but dominating the
matchup,
·The defensive squad made
defensive coordinator Tom Mason
a happy man after it held the
offense to only 13 points off of
very scrappy offensive play. The
offense didn't score a touchdown
until the final play of the scrim-
mage.
However, 'the offense was
missing several key people from
its lineup. Fourth string quarter-
back Erik Davis took every snap
for the Broncos due 10 injuries to
the starters.
The offense managed only 220
yards in \0(01) offense while also
losing four out of five fumbles 10
the defense. Ball control was one
of BSUs biggest problems last sea-
son.
The scrimmage ended spring
practice for the Broncos which
had started April 4. The 1995 sea-
son begins on Saturday Sept. 9
with the Broncos traveling to Utah
State.
"
A Way To Find Communit),
A~sistance for Seniors
1·800·677 ·1116
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Na-na-na-na, na-na-na-na hey hey, goodbye
IThe World of Sports ISCOTT SAMPLESSports Editor
I remember the last time 1 ever wore
football pads like it happened yesterday.
It was a chilly October day in Alaska, my
body throbbed with pain and the sweat
seemed to freeze as soon as it left the pores.
Istood around on the sidelines, taking in
the scene, trying 10 stay there for as long as
I could, trying 10 make the moment last. ran
of my brain knew this was the last time I .
would ever play organized football again,
the other pan tried to block il out, to keep
those nasty thoughts away.
People milled about, patted me on the
shoulder, told me 1 played a good game.
Blood ran downmy shin. My skin tingled
with cold. The heavy smells of din and
gra~~ and sweat were overwhelming and I
stood there and then stood there some
more, JUSl for the hell of it.
The hun of losing the game that day and
of losing the game itself forever was as
numbing as the chill in the air.
Six years have passed and still Ircrncm-
ber it. I remember the last time I wore a
baseball jersey, the last lime I suited up to
play basketball. You always remember the
end, it seems.
Now it's time for another ending and I
feel like I'm standing on that football field
again, trying to squeeze just a few more
minutes out of a rnoment Iknew would
come.
You see, after three and a half years I am
walking away from my job as spans editor
of The Arbiter. I am graduating from this
schoo! (if Ipass my classes-as of Sunday
night that was still in question> and I am
leaving this desk and this computer and this
cramped little office.
It's a moment that seemed like it would
never happen. Taking six years to graduate
is son of .like enduring a l-i-rnornh pregnan-
cy. It's painful and iI's not natural,
To hear me talk about it, the three and a
half years of working here have been about
as much fun as being on the bottom of a
dog pile comprised of sumo wrestlers.
nut there have been so many fantastic
things to experience in all those years: The
NCAA basketball tournament (twice); Big
Sky Conference championships and f"CAA
tournament appearances by lx)til the men's
and women's hoop teams: the BStJ football
team going to the national championship in
19'Yi:more conference titles by the tennis
teams, the track teams, the women's golf
team; theamazing career of Julie Wagner;
nsU's quest to leave the nig Sky; getting my
face on ESPN.
There are a lot more that Ididn't men-
tion, bUI they arc all still there, lucked away
into the corners of my mind. I of len tell
people I regret coming to noise State, But
there arc times, 1 must admit, I am thankful
Idid.
Perhaps this is a little melodram.uic.
After all. it was just a job.
nut in a way it wasn't. The people I've
met, the friends I've gained, the memories I
have arc more than just by-products of
employment. Ihave so many people to
thank for everything they've done that to ~-
list them would lake as long as an ucccp-
lance speech .u the Oscars,
So now ISland there again, by myself
and yet not alone, savoring the sights and
sounds and feelings one last time. If histo-
ry'S trend continues, I'll remember lhis
evening for a long time, Most of all, I'll
remember this place, And Iwill miss it.
Unless, like any over the hill professional
boxer, Idecide to come out of retirement.
Wagner ends BSU career with big performance
SCOTT SAMPLES
Sports Editor
owns every record in the school's
books, was named as an All-
American for the third year in a
row, placing 12th on bars with a
score of 9.825, earning second-team
status.
She is the only Bronco gymnast
ever to win an All-America title,
Boise State head coach Yvonne
Julie Wagner ended her career
the same way she has done things
throughout her tenure at nsu-
successfully. i
Wagner, the nsu gymnast who
"Sam" Sandmire said Wagner's per-
formance (she scored a 39,0 over-
all) was her best this year-despite
having a pair oj' sprained ankles.
"She really hung tough this
year and competed really well,"
Sandmire said.
While her school career is over,
Wagner will still have at least one
more chance to continue on in
gymnastics,
The senior from Brighton.
Colo., qualified [or t he World
University Games trials, which will
be held in july.
II' she qualifies there, Wagner
will get the chance to represent
the United States in the Games in
See Us About A
Checking Account.
We'll Be Happy
To Say No.
After so many years of saying yes,
this No business isn't going to be easy.
In fact, our West One Checking
account will have both of us getting
, ,
used to some changes. Likeno per
check charges. And no monthly
maintenance fee, as long as you
maintain a minimum balance of $100.
And with 88 branches in Idaho,
plus a 24-hour 800 customer service
number there's no waiting for personal
service whenever you need it.
So stop by and open a convenient
West One Checking account. The one
account where you'll be happy to take
No for an answer.
. japan this August ~-
"Julie really turned this pro-
gram around," Sandmire said, '1ulie
put noise State on the map as far
as gymnastics goes. I've had a lot
of great gymnasts, but Julie's one
of the best competitors I've ever
had, It's going to be some tough
shoes to fill next year:
~
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BSU's Ernesto Diaz watches his shot in Saturday's match.
BSU, continued from
page 20
NAU's Tory lIansen bee-arne key,
Adams won the first match, then
dropped the second. Then the
pair tied· in the sixth, sctting up a
sudden·death finale.
Adams fell behind 5·4 at one
point, but rebounded, to win 7-5,
giving Boise State its champi·
onship,
The match became even more
critical after No.1 singles player
Ernesto Diaz and No, 2 Kenneth
Baker losl. -("-' ,
The next step for BSU will be
the NCAA Regionals in Fresno,
Calif., Friday through Sunday-a
match the team has a good shot
at winning.
And if things go right, the
Broncos could earn themselves a
trip to the NCAA National
Championships on May 12-20 i__ .
Athens, Ga.
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Cinco De Mayo
Celebration .
sponsored by BSU's
Organizadon de Estudiantes
Latino-Americanos.
Festivalto celebrate
Mexico'sdefeat of French
invaders in the 1862 battle of
Puebla will take place at the
Julia DavisPark Bandshell on
May7
11:30 a.m.-National
Anthem
11:40 a.m.-Escolla,all'~nag ceremony
11:55 a.m.-Keynote
speaker Maria Nava
Noon-oELA folkloric
dancers
12:05 p.m.-Music by
Escala 7
12:45 p.m.-Talent
showcase of Miss Cinco
de Mayo contestants
1:30 p.m.-OELA folk-
loric dancers
1:45 p.m.-The play
-Los Vendidos-
2:05 p.m.-Speaker
-AWOanielRamirez
- 2:10 p.m.-OELA folk-
loric dancers
2:25 p.m.-Questions
for Mss· Cinco de Mayo
contestants
3:05 p.m.-Los
Viageros Del Norte
4:05 p.m.-OELA folkloric dancers
4:15 p.m.-Spe~ker Lisa Sanchez
4:20 p.m.-E' Trio Estrella, Mariachi band
5 p.m.-eoronation of Miss Cinco de Mayo
5:25 p.m.-Raffle
WEDNESDAY, May 3
Counseling & Testing Center
Free Self Image Workshop
Noon-1:30 p.m.
Education Building,Room 642
sponsored by BSU'sOrganlzaclon
. de ~dlantes Latlno-Amerlcanos.
Festival to celebrate Mexico's defeat of French invaders In the
1862 battle of Puebla will take place at the.Julia Davis Park
Bandshellon
May 7
Organization de Estudiantes latino-
Americanos Meeting at 5:30 p.m. in
the SUB
FRIDAY, May 5
Shotokan Karate Club practice
6-8 p.m., Human Performance Center,
Room 215
Club fees: $20/semester for students
New members welcome
Bisexuals, Gays, Lesbians and Allies
for Diversity
Social meeting at 7 p.m. in the
Student Union BuildingSpecific room
will be posted on events schedule
in SUB
Awards Ceremony to honor winners of
WilliamAnderson Writing Awards
,.. Jennifer Briggs,Sheryl Burrows and TroyPassey
2 p.m., SUBBoyington Room
Soccer Club meeting and practice
new members always welcome
5 p.m. at the intramural field
next to the Student Union Building
t·.. ·
Shotokan Karate Club practice
6-8 p.m., Human Performance Center,
Room 215
Club fees: $20/semester for students
New members welcome
THURSDAY, May 4
~. Counseling & Testing Center
Free Self Image Workshop
Noon-1:30 p.m.
Education Building,Room 604
ChiAlpha Christian Fellowship
-Facing CURent Issues" Bible Study·
Noon at the SUBGipson Room
SATURDAY,May 6
• If
Soccer Club meeting and practice
new members always welcome
2 p.m. at the intramural field
next to the Student Union Building
MONDAY, May 8
Shotokan Karate Club practice
6-8 p.m., Human Performance
_Center, Room 215 .
Club fees: $20/semester for students
New members welcome
TUESDAY,May 9
College Democrats
Weekly informational Meeting
9:30 a.m. in the SUBFoote Room
THURSDAY, May 11
Retirement Reception
l.1/li in honor of Jacki Cassell
former administrative assistant to the president
3-5 p.m., SUBBarnwell Room .
Retirement Reception
For Health Center doctors Nyborg
and Drennan
3-4:30 p.rn, SUBBarnwellRoom
BY lAURA DELGADO
Film CulJure Editor
Here it is-the last
Ask Max. This little
beauty ran in .
February. Thank you
for your support,
enjoy summer and ...
GET A LIFE!
Q: I went out with this guy on our first date and we
ended up just staying at hi~ house, watching the B5Ugame
and it went pretty good for the most'part, !Jut we kept get-
ting into arguments about Rush Limbaugh. He loves Rush
and I had to tell him 25 points about why I'm against Rush
Limbaugh, but he didn't understand. I mean irs obvious
that Rush Limbaugh is a prejudice jerk. but he didn't see it
that way. So we get in this big argument about it and so
finally we're like, "Let's just drop it."
And so we're sitting there and out of nowhere, he goes,
"So, my mom likes Rush Limbaugh, so is my mom like a
loser too?
So, I said, "No, I didn't say your mom was a loser; I just
really hate Rush Limbaugh:'
And then we're sitting there and he starts doing the
"itch like a dog thing." He couldn't stop scratching his back
and it got really irritating, cause he was about to bump me
with his arm every 5 seconds. So then he was like, "Can
you scratch my back?".
.So I scratched his back and after that he gave me a
back massage. I was sitting on the floor and he goes, "I
have the biggest urge to play with your hair, do you
mind?" So for the next half hour he was playing with my
hair and everything was going real good and then all of a
sudden he turned cold and asked if I was ready to go.
So then in the car he brings it [Rush] up again, He said,
"So what you've been saying tonight is that my mom is a
loser because she likes Rush Limbaugh?" .
Myquestion is, how do I get past arrogant, self-cen-
tered, cocky jerks like this and find the real winners out
there-guys that know how to treat a woman good, if there
are any?
. A:. lt's obvious that this guy is mental. He has such big insecu-
rities about his mom that he has [0 ask you over and over again if
his mom is a loser, Maybe this is because he thinks his mom is a
loser and he has to ask everyone if they feel the same way? At
least you got a back massage out of it. From now on, concentrate
on guys thai are already your friends. This sounds like one of
those times when a woman wishes she was a lesbian.
,~,,
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The Arbiter will
publish once a
month during the
summer.
source for womyn's, lesbigay, and
naturist literature. Specialiling in
sexuality, spirituality, health, travel,
poetry, fiction and nonfiction. New
and used books, megazlnes, videos,
and CDs. Greeting cards and gifts.
3017 W. State Street.
PLACE- YOUR
AD EARLY
CALL TJ.
AT 345-8204
S1750 weekly possible mailing
our circulars. No experience
required. Begin now!!! For inform.
call 202c298-9065.
NANNY. Summer fun with three
great kids in lovely SE Boise home
on the Greenbelt. Elexible 40 to 60
hours a week. Pay negotiable.
Sstarts Mid-June. Call 336-3133
STUDENTSTIRED OF NOW HERE
SUMMERJOBS?
Why not spend your summer's
getting some experience in the job
market. While you are in school,
earn S300 per weekend. Call 389-
MIKE (6453). AMERICAAT ITS BEST
WITH THE IDAHO ARMY NATIONAL
GUARD.
NEW 1995 LUXURY VEHiClES.
, S800-00 down, S75.00 monthly. NO
credit, leases or loans required.
Send a SASE to Dean Housouer, III
Lemon Tree Circle. Vacaville, CA
95687-3212.
BACKTO SCHOOLCASH
Couples & Students welcome.
•Full & Part time shifts available
Roads Less Traveled your best
classifieds
Aries: (Mar. 21-Apr. 19) The stars say it will be a beautiful day.
You could enjoy it if you weren't paralyled in a freak toy store accident
Taurus: (Apr. 20-May 20) Polaris's position in the sky allows for
a low bowling handicap .
Gemini: (May 21-June 21) You had better not say anything bad
(.~
abut local alderman Bert Hanson-He's standing right behind you!
Cancer: (June 22-July 22) Use your financial savvy-take advan-
tage of the free syrup at a local waffle restaurant.
Leo: (July 23-Aug. 22) Look upwards! Focus on the good things
about having eczema,
Virgo: (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Be yourself. If you try to be someone
you are not, then that person might try to kill you, like in a movie I saw
once.
Libra: (Sept. 23-0ct. 23) Demand a raise at work. After you get
fired, yell at this newspaper crying. 'Why did I listen to you?"
Scorpio: (Oct, 24-Nov. 21) Don't let that sharp-dressing Libra
get away. Crack him with a blackjack and handcuff him to your davenport.
Sagittarius: (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) Don't worry about contracting
beriberi. The hemorrhoidal funguses you get next month will make it
seem like a gay carriage ride through the park.
Capricorn: (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Your relationship wanes when your
partner jabs an awl into your foot.
Aquarius: (Jan. 'lO-Feb. 18) If you are thirsty, drink some water.
Water is nature's refresher. and it tastes a lot better than drinking your
own urine.
Pisces: (Feb. 19-Mar. 20) A frank admission from a friend makes
you realize that stapling the veal cutlet to your head maybe wasn't such a
great idea.
BY RUBYWYNER-IO
A.A.B.P.-certified Astrologer
This edition of Ruby Wyner-Io's Your Real Horoscope is
made
possible by a grant from The Bob Hope Foundation.
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with growing sompany.
'Early AM-Weekend Shifts
'Full time Route Supervisor
'Full time Floor Person
Evening Interviews, call 336-
5260 or 345-295 FORSALE: 1992
keep typing!!!!! !!!I! I!!!
HELP WANTED: Ceramica, new
store in old Boise. Flexible hours.
Ceramic or art background pre-
ferred. Call 345-8566
FOR SALE: 79 Honda Accord.
A/C, tinted windwos, good tires.
Am/FM radios and alarm. Call to
see, 343-9880. Leave a message,
ALASKASUMMER EMPLOYMENT.
Fishing Industry.' Earen to 53,000,00
toS6.000.00/month = benefits.
Male and femal. NO experience
needed. CAli (206) 545-4155 ext A
59301.
INTERESTINGLIVINGSITUATION?
We want your story if you are cur-
rently living with 3 or more people.
Share your experiences with the
Arbiter. Leave a message for Kevin
at 385-3221.
SUMMER SALESWORK: start at
S9.75. All shifts available. Will
train. Call 385-0584 or 389-4614
(M-F, 10 to 4).
Cruise Ships Hiring, Earn up to
S2.000,fmonth. World Travel.
Seasonal and full-time position. No
experience needed. Information 1-
206-634-0468 ext C59034.
STUDENTS. Over 120 manufac-
turers need you to assemble prod-
ucts at home. Circuit boards, jewel-
ry, holiday decorations, etc. Earn
S280= weekly. Part and full time.
Experience not necessary/will train .
You are paid weekly. Call 1-602-
680-7444 ex.l001C.
First Benefit Plans, Inc. Boise
based health benefits Brokerage
Co., is seeking a motivated, aggres-
sive sales rep for the western US.
No travel, Base salary plus commis~
sion. Send resume with cover letter,
outling career goals, to First Benefit
Plans, Inc. PO Box 7158, Boise
83705 .. Attn: Bill
FOR SALE: White 12' long. 6 year
old, polypropolene, one-person
kayak in good condition. SI00.00.
Call Liegh or Patrick at 343-0699. 'f
WANTEDTO RENT, for 10 weeks,
beginning May 15th, a small fur-
nished apt near St Lukes. Call col-
lect 208-232-4858.
DAY CARE: Openings. Close to
BSU. Full time, part time and drop-
in. Reasonable rates. Call 344
6752.
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Swedish
Dream
by Pat Schmaljohn
The concept of a
psychedelic variety show is strikingly akin
to the form evolved by The Beetles in the
last two years. Young men of imagine-
tion who have grown up in the cultural
greenhouse of show business, The
Beatles have developed their own exotic
blooms of parody and hallucination. Like
all members of their generation, but to a
far greater degree than most, they have
fashioned themselves out of borrowed
materials. Year after year they have
added other idioms to their vocabulary,
and now speak a language that is as rich
as any in the history of the popular arts.
The terms of their recent work are
sophistication and ambiguity. But look-
ing back over their history, one finds a
logical progression toward these higher
qualities, for the art of which The Beatles
are masters has always had a complex
and somewhat factitious character.
(Albert Goldman)
